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Wants no Intervention
Juarez, Mex., July 31. General
Orozco, chief of the rebels, declared
today that he did not want interven
J
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meat sustained me, but the arms were
The rebels took the arms
shipped.
and now the Mormons have had to
I do not believe any
flee anyhow.
Mormon homes were molested.
I hear, they were not "
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MADRID IS LOCATED.
Rogwell, Juiy 31. Pedro Madrid,
slayer last week of Aionso Beall,
sheep rancher, was located last night
in the Capitan mountains west of
here and today county officials and
a posse are closing in on him. Madrid's trail has been followed for a
week.
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REVOLUTION IN NICARAGUA
Washington, July 31. A new revolution has broken out in Nicaragua.
Captain Terhune of the gunboat Annapolis at San Juan del Sur today radio-

.

.
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if
graphed the navy department that
on
was
attacked
Managua, the capital,
July 29.
Guneral Mena led the uprising on
July 29 when his resignation as minister of war was demanded by PresiNEW YORK DISTRICT ATTORNEY dent Diuz. Mcna now is. said to oc- SENATE COMMITTEES RESOLVED
WILL INVESTIGATE THORcupy the small forts near Managua.
,
GOVERNMENT'S POSITION
Leading liberals all over the country
OUGHLY
SHOULD B DEFINED.
have been thrown into prison. Cap
tain Terhune's reports say. Telegraph
bake-ofwires, have been cut
f
w
gut
base'
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PROHIBITION RUMPUS.
Rapids, la., Jul;- 31. The
proposed move of the state prohibition convention to oust C. Durant
Jones, of Perry, as candidate for governor failed to materialize fit the
closing session today. Attempts to
remove k. W. Brown of Ames, and
O. D. Ellett of Marshalltown, as mem.
Bad Crops are Blamed
BE
ALLOWED
bers of the national committee also JACK ROSE SAYS FOUR POLICE
New Orleans, July 31. Nicaragua NONE SHOULD
'
OFFICERS SPLIT UP $2,400,000
failed.
UPON THE LANDS OF EITHhas been on the verge of revolution
ANNUALLY
for several months. Crops have failER CONTINENT.
ed. Natives in the interior have been
HUNTING BAD NEGRO
!
dying of starvation.
'Clarksville, Tex., July 31. Two
To Move Mormons
eSOANfZATISN
WITHRIM
INTEEVENTION NOT WANTED
HIASBALENA BAY
thousand men today are searching for
Los Angeles, July 31. Joseph B.
$
ANNUAL
MARATHON
RACE
Leonard
who
a
within
southern
negro,
Potts,
Robinson, president of the
Belllngham, Wash., July 31. Post- ACTION- - MADE NECESSARY
PARTY a week has killed two Texas officers. IF ABUSES CAN BE StOPPED IN
OF THE
OROZCO 6AYS ALL HE WISHES district of the Mormon church, com- MACHINERY
BY
from a week ago on account
'
victim was Sheriff Charles
His
latest
and New
poned
Arizona
RETHAT
WAY
California,
A
ONLY
ACTUAL
FOR
WORK
WILL
AM
prising
ENTRANCE
CF
13 FREE
RECENT EXPERIENCE WITH
of a terrific blizzard raging in the
'
Stevens, of th!8 city, whom he shot
Mexico, left for El Paso last night
MURDERERS WILL BE TRIED
ELECTION
MUNITION
THE JAPANESE.
..-.last night.
mountains, the annual marathon race
with funds sufficient, he stated, to
to
and
Mount
of
the
Baker
summit
children
and
women
bring all of the
New oYrk, July 31. "If It can be return will be run tonight The runDenver, Colo., July 31. The men
Mex., among the Mormon refugees from MexCasas Grandes, Chihuahua.
WHO IS HE?
Washington, July 31 The senate
Taft
that Police Lieutenant Becker ners will leave Belllngham at 11 o'- foreign relations committee
of
President
name
proved
the
tion
of
31.
were
Rebel
soldiers
looting
31.
When Deputy
New York, July
ico now in that city to the settlements
July
today
Ro- clock
toniglrt
without dissent Senattor
many private homes of Mormons in .in this state, Utah or Arizona, accord by Temporary Chairman Frank C. Sheriff Brocker of Das Vegas, N. M., instigated the murde rof Herman
adopted
Goudy started a demonstration at the went to the West End baths at Bath senthal, the crime cannot be condoned
this colony yesterday, taking bedding ing to their wishes.
recommendation that the
Lodge's
GOES OVER VETO.
opening of the republican state as- Beach, Brocker had to swim for the for any exposure of graft that he
United States reaffirm the Monroe
and other articles. All the Mormon
Washington, July 31. The senate doctrine in terms clear to all the
sembly today that continued several first time in 12 years and experienced might be able to produce," said Disfamilies have fled to El Paso for safe
Zapatistas are Routed
today, 42 to 17, passed over Presi world and adopted a resolution to exty, following their disarmament by
Mexico City, July 31. Several hun minutes. . The demonstration followed a salt water bath for the first time In trict Attorney Whitman today.
the rebels, and only the men remain, dred Zapatistas, who on Monday night Chairman Goudy's declaration that his life. He swam bravely out 200 feet The district attorney will hold an- dent Taft's veto a bill to reimburse press disapproval of the purchase of
They are powerless to protect them attacked Santiago Tiaguistenco, 40 "no cleaner, no braver, no more able from shore just the same. Then he other conference with Rosei this after- those who furnished labor and sup any possible naval bases on the
noon. Rose's estimate of the annual plies to contractors on the Corbett American continents
selves and, while General SaJazar, in miles west of here, were reported to man ever occupied the White House became exhausted.
by any foreign
graft of J2,400,000 is regarded as con- tunnel in the Shoshone, Wyoming, ir power.
command of the rebels, had two of day to have been driven from an en than William Howard Taft."
him
until
up for lost
Spectators gave
Chairman Goudy in closing quoted they saw Joseph Callahan rush down servative. Rose alleged four police of- rigation project, to the extent of' $2,
his soldiers executed yesterday for trenched position in thehills by federThe senate, in an early report, will
of
from
number
the public utterances of Theo- the board walk and jump Into the wa- ficials got the money. The authori- 000. Democrats,
a
and
progressive re- be asked to endorse the committee's
scene
to
robbing
the
holding up
ala which . were rushed
dore Roosevelt in 1908, that "Taft is ter fully clothed.
Mormons enroute to the railroad, he with machine guns.
Callahan
has a ties are investigating a report that publicans and regular republicans stand. ,A firm statement by the UnitJames Verrella, a saloon keeper shot from western states voted for It.
the best man for president within sheaf of medals for rescues.
has not made any attempt to stop this
ed States is asked for as a result of
the confines of the United States."
. men looting the unprotected homes
the 'Magdalena Bay incident, where
When the rescue rgot out to the by gangsters early today, was killed
The assembly then recessed to 2 o'- deputy sheriff, Brocker, who is a six- - in revenge for his betrayal of "Dago
of Americans.
it will be shown that a Japanese synFrank" Cirofici, alleged member of
clock this afternoon.
dicate had been negotiating for four
Nightly prowlers are taking' pracfooter, seized Callahan about the neck
PASTY'S
CilSTil
The first republican state assembly and fought as if he were tackling some the gang that killed Rosenthal.
million aores of land along the west
tically everything movable in the col
OVERLOOKING CHANCfc to nominate presidential electors and New Mexican gunman.
Every trail and lead is to he followcoaBt of Lower California, in Mexionies, knowing that the colonists have
state officers to be submitted to the
no means of protection left to them.
co.
Callahan wrenched himself away ed persistently, no matter where It
voters at the primaries early in Sep- from Brocker's death clutch. Then he ends, by District Attorney Whitman to
The flight of Americans to the border
While the Japanese government
SAID M'NAMARA tember" was held here
Pre- raised his fist and
continues.
Last night's ana today's HARRINGTON
today.
was found to have no connection with,
It down learn by whom $2,400,000 graft money,
brought
BARTHOLDT
TRIAL SHOULD HAVE BEEN
vious to calling the assembly to order with all his strength on the drowning said to have been distributed, was fin- REPRESENTATIVE
trains carried many Americans from
the syndicate the senate
BITTERLY ATTACKS COLOMONEY MAKER
received.
of
ally
localities
was
Madera
other
that
the
and
it
supporters
apparent
Pearson,
man's Jaw. Brocker went to sleep at
consisting of Senators Lodge,
NEL ROOSEVELT.
The relations between the gamblers
President Taft would control at least once, and Cp'lalian towed him to
outside the Mormon settlements and
Root,
Hitchcock, Rayner anef Suther81.
direct
The
Los Angles, July
and the police is, in the opinion" of
so far as presidential electors, we
among the number were many men.
was revived,
to the full committee '
wby-..shore,
land,
reported
Cue district attorney, a matter of more
Washington,
July 31. Representa
Some of these are leaving through dis- examination of Clarence S. Darrow in concerned.
alSruer-a- n
that
the
circumstances
today
was
public Importance than the Rosenthal tive Bartholdt, republican, of Mis
satisfaction at remaining here after his trial for alleged Jury bribery,
occasion
an exfor
appropriate
SOLDIER KILLS SELF
case. The district attorney Dronosa souri, attacked Colonel Roosevelt in
HORSE THIEF CAUGHT
their families have departed. Others concluded, ft half hour after the trial
view of the senate
of
the
pression
exr
31.
cross
house
the
today, defending President
Appar- to break up the relations said to ex
Fort Stevens, Ore., July
are going because they are afraid of was resumed today and his
CMigary, Alta.. July
regarding such cases.
aminatlon was begun.
for four months through the wilds of ently under an aberration as the re ist between the gamblers and the po Taft's nomination. Colonel Roosevelt,
their lives.
The Lodge resolution, which, prob
had
he
to
con
a
on
the Chicago
said,
the head with
gone
The conclusion of the direct exami northern Canada by members of the suit of a blow
lice if he has to protect every man
The defeat of the federal command
will be adopted, declared that
ably
no longer at
from Sonora by the rebels at Ojitoe, nation was devoted largely to the testi northwest mounted police. Will Ropp, poHer some months ago, John Kuhn, involved In the murder of Rosenthal vention "when he was
the
States cannot see, without
United
suicide
heart
a
committed
republican."
except those who fired the shots.
leaves the rebels unopposed in their mony of John K. Harrington, the said by the authorities to be the most a private soldier
grave concern "any harbor or advan--'
was
Mr.
a
He
emBartholdt
continued:
had
stepson
today'
shooting.
Darrow
whom
by
notorious horse rustler and cattle
More than 50 witnesses will be sub
entry to Sonora, when they are ready Chicago lawyer
- .
"In the light of later events we tageous spot in the western hemisto leave this section and breaks up ployed as. his chief investigator in the thief In the western country, has been of State Representative Jeffcits of poenaed to appear before the grand
over
a
taken
gov
phere
by
foreign
know that Mr. Roosevelt never In
the plans of the federal commander McNamara case.
apprehended and is in the barracks Oklahoma. "
jury to tell what they know of alleged
to abide- the decision of the ernment or by a foreign corporation
tended
was
,
,a
said
The
Darrow,
chase
trial.
between
rebels
the
here
Harrington,
to
police blackmail.
at Chihuahua get
today awaiting
District Attorney
bearing close relation to the governWhitman is in possession of a list of convention except lie himself weuld ment if such occupancy would threattwo federal fires. Previously he had guest at his home while he was nego covered nearly 2,000 miles.
JOHNSON MAY WRESTLE
Prosecunames of big and little gamblers giv be nominee.
planned to have the Sonora command tiating with Special Federal
Chicago, July 31. Indianapolis pro"A new party was born, but is It en the commerce or the safety of the
en
him by Rose, who alleged Becker
under Generals Sanjines and Blanco tor Oscar Lawler, and until he went
moters today offered Jack Johnson
United States."
ICE TRUSTj
INVESTIGATING
asked for the names of gamblers who not bound to be stillborn? Can a
block the passage of the rebels into before the federal grand jury here.
'
31. Investigation $5,000 to wrestle Charlie Olson to a
the
Magdalena Bay .is considered
Washington,
jUly
live
or
to
it
liv3
when
ought
"He told me at that time," said
could be made to "give up." Rose party
Sonora until his main army could come
most
located
'ice trust" by the fed- finish in that city some time in Sep
naval
of
the
advantageously
its
a
lie?"
is
informed
birthright
Lawler
had
he
"that
up behind them from Chihuahua, but Darrow,
base on the Pacific coast because Of
was suspended today tember. Johnson thinks he will ac Bays gamblers paid from $500 to $50
that would reflect eral grand jury
a month.
,
the defeat of Blanco, at least and it he knew nothing
cept.
its relations to the western terminus
American
Ice
when
company
the
Meanwhile Police Lieutenant Beckis believed that Sanjines was with upon me. ' Harrington also told me, agreed to open its books to a repreANOTHER FLYNN CHAP
of the Panama canal. It is said the
I
that if I had any regard for myself
him defeats this plan.
Boston. July 31. Dan Flynn of Bos
er, a prisoner in the Tombs Is saying
which had the lands to
sentative of the government for an
corporation
METAL
LOUIS
ST.
case
McNamara
nothing and there is no confirmation ton has been matched to meet Jimmy sell had advanced the argument that
Sanjines was at Las Varas, a short would have let the
as to whether the Sherinvestigation
St Louis, July 31. Lead, firm 4.60; of the report that his defense will be Barry of Chicago in a
distance from Ojitos, five or six days run on for two years so that we could man anti-trubout their possession would be of peculiar
law is being violated.
'
strong f7.25.
Spelter
that three gamblers, Rose, Vallon, and In Boston on August 6.
ago and had, time to be at Ojitos, all make plenty of money."
benefit to a foreign nation. Because
after a full Investigation, it is
If,
which was his abjective point, when
Webber, finding the case going against
found the company is violating the
of that attitude on the part of the
them, got together and framed the
the rebels met Blanco there on
the committee decided to
law, it promises to readjust its methcorporation
and turned him back in retreat. SCENE OF ACTION IS
story that would Involve Becker.
FATAL AUTO
..
make clear the American position on
ods.
The rebel couriers do not mention the
Big Jack" Seelig, to whom Rose
what it regards as the encroadhment
TODAY IN CONGRESS
he sent word to get the men to
says
presence of Sanjines, however.
of foreign powers on the western conTRANSFERRED TO UTAH
OCCURS
IN
L
YOAKUM IS HOODOOED.
slay Rosenthal, will appear when wanttinents.
ed. His counsel has told the public
till Coming
Albuquerque, N. M., July 31. In a
Refugees
Senator
the resolu- - ,
Lodge
reported
bout which gave every indication of
EI Paso, Tex., July 31. (Refugees
Washington, July 31. Senate: Con prosecutor that Seeling would tell
senate
to
tion
the
SUGAR INVESTIGATION WILL BE
after that
TWELVE
shortly
YEAR OLD GIRL KILLED
ending in a well earned victory by vened at noon.
continue to pour into El Paso from
he knew of the case. The
on it was de
met
CONTINUED IN SALT LAKE
and
body
AND
SEVERAL
OTHERS
actiqn
the knockout route for Stanley (Kid)
Foreign relations committee adopted alleged assassins of Rosenthal, Harry
northern Mexico where the rebels are
CITY
ferred until, tomorrow The resolu
INJURED.
Yoakum, the local lightweight, over report of Senator Lodge reaffirming Horowitz, or "Gib, the Blood"; "Left
disarming them, and all who are unwas as follows:
tion
Phil Knight, of Kanscas City, the the scope of Monroe doctrine in no Louie" and "Whitey" Lewis are still
able to get accommodations In hotels
he
hearThat when any harbor
N. M., July 31. Physicians
San Francisco, July
"Jlesolved,
Roswell,
a
.robbed
was
of
last night
local boy
uncertain terms.
at large. "Dago Frank" Cirofici is in
or rooming houses are being collected
or
in the American conother
of the government's suit in equity
their
in
last
place
ing
night's
attending
injured
victory by the collapse of the iron
Katincauon oi New jrouaaiana nsn- - custody.
in an abandoned lumber yard until
. ,,,
so
tinent
situated
is
that the occupa
the American Sugar Refining
automobile
accident
napes
against
give
today
of
the eries treaty, signed recently by Great
A report reached the criminal court
tents authorized by congress, can reach company will be taken up in Salt parts of the ring near the cjose
all
M. Wilkerson, the tion thereof for naval or military purfor
B.
except
liinth round, when ; he sent Knight Britain and the United States, was today that an affidavit had been
here from St Louis for distribution Lake
driver. His skull is fractured and at- poses might threaten the communica- Monday, according to Assistant
through the ropes.' As Knight" went agreed to by foreign relations comAbout a hundred refugees arrived last
positively implicating a high po- tendants think his)
States District Attorney G. H.
United
entire (body is tions'or the safety of the ' United
lice wfflclal in the gambling graft,
night, the larger portion of them men, Dorr, who is assisting the prosecution down, he ' carried part of the ring mittee. :
States, the government of I4e United
paralyzed.
with him and his head struck the
'Democrats in caucus agreed to Btand
who are now following the women
Attorney Whitman declined to
Fh-- e
in the suit now being heard here.
Chief Whiteman has internal States could not see without grave
revl-sio- n
considerable
wool
floor
with
La
for
force,
out.
Follette
firm
tariff
are
confirm or deny the report
practi
and children, most of whom
of such harbor
George C. Parkingson, of Preston,
injuries complicating his case. The concern the
was unand ask house for further concally, putting him out.
Mayor Gaynor this afternoon issued
Nothing carr he heard here from tho Idaho,
Idaof
the
a
director
of Mrs Whiteman in saving or other pla je, by any corporation or
heroism
formerly
and
count
inside
the
able
to
ference.
a call for a special meeting of the
get up
Americans at the Dolores mining
old baby from injury is cause association which has such a relation
ho Sugar company, and H. G. Whitney,
duriA favorable report.on Senator Root's board of aldermen Monday next to her year
camp, nor the east of Madera, in Ch- of Salt Lake, secretary of the Utah-Idah- in the confusion which followed,
not Amerimuch comment here today. Stie to another government,
for
ring-Bidand
seconds
of
celebrawhich
Ghent
bill for the treaty
ngKnight's
authorize a committee to investigate
ihuahua. The relebs on taking the town,
will be exam, in her arms at. the can, as to give that government pracchild
held
the
companies,
Sugar
spectators crowded into the ring, tion was ordered by the foreign rela- police conditions.
seized all the horses and mules and
ined at Salt Lake.
time of the accident and so carefully tical power of control for national
Referee Dave Rollo called the con- tions committee.
the Americans have no way of get'
of the
did she shield the little one, at the purposes."
Robert
Oxnard,
president
Resumed consideration of Corbett
ting out as no railroad operates to the American Beet Sugar company, on re- test a draw.
TRUE TO WOOL BILL
own
of
her
he
that
risk
carries
life,
veto.
tunnel bill over president's
camps. About 100 Americans live direct examination, reviewed his preWashington, July " 31. The demo- no scratch from the disaster in which
WOLGAST WONT FIGHT
'
Captain Fred Fornorr of the Now House: Convened at noon.
there.
crats
of the senate agreed in caucus his 12 year old sister was killed outvious testimony regarding the fight Mexico mounted
Los Angeles, Calif., July 31. Torn
Bartholdt spoke mi
police was at vne
presentaUve
E. 0. Llorente, Mexican consul at
to stand behind the La Follette right. ....
of independents to stay In the MisJones, manager for Ad Wolgast, statconvention today
ringside. He announced that he .would the Chicago republican
El Paso, declares the Mormons' had souri river market.
wool bill and ask the house for a coned today that he had received a denial
10
stop the fight it it went over
delegate contests, attacking Colonel ference. The house
no business having any rifles to be
refusyesterday
from Wolgast that he had signed to
TODAY'S
BASEBALL.
fan
so
rounds.
Roosevelt.
every
Fornoff,
fight
seized by the rebels.
ed to accept the bill as It passed the
meet Packey McFarland.
National League.
Considered legislation of the regin the state thinks, is getting too ofHOGAN
IS FAVORITE
"I told O.' P. Brown, agent for the
senate.
31.
no
The
first
since
is
there
calendar.
31.
"One
San
were
ular
Philadelphia,
July
ficious,
especially
Wednesday
Francisco, July
Mormon colonies, that his people
Since
Democratic leaders agreed to anothgame went to St. Louis.
AMERICAN IS 8PORT
In danger from the rebels and should Round" Hogan and Tommy McFarland law against boxing- contests.
Sy7ws';-it'E.VANS
CASE
JURY
in
on
bout
R.H.B.
caucus
he
the
TO
in
New York, July 31. Billy Queale,
er
their
program
are
"and
a
battleship
stopped
spending
quiet day
leave there," said Llorente today,
Denver, Colo., July 31. The case of Philadelphia
2 8 2 the American distance runner, has acI told him that he should not ship training quarters, waiting for the gong Las Vegas he has received so much Thursday or Friday..
G. Evans, charged
William
to
11 1 cepted the recent challenge issued by
devote
was
St. Louis
his
head
reached
it
that
a
in
meet
when
has
appears
publicity
'Agreement
they
arms and ammunition to his people tonight
was
a
of
to
And
at
to
and
Moore
he
been
went
Seaton
ceremonies
A. E, Wood of England for a race et
and
turned.
Killifer:
an
hours
contempt
is
formerly
soonc
three
court,
would
battle.
overwhelming
political
Hogan
rebels
sure
the
was
I
as
the jury shortly before noon today.
Steel and Wingo.
the White House.
good officer.
any distance for $1,000 a side.
cr later acquire them. My govern favorite in the betting, at 2 to 1,
PLANS TO TRAP THE MEXICAN tion.
jFIRST STATE ASSEMBLY CHEERS
,.
FOR THE REPUBLICAN
i"tf the United States will throw
REBELS ARE NOW SHAT- rdown the barriers and let us have all
TERED
the ammunition we can buy, I promise
in 60 days to have peace restored in
Mexico and a stable government In
IE anybody
wants
charge.
Is Madero and his family, who
it
tlon,
MERE MENTION OF EXECUTIVE'S
PILLAGING SOLDIERS HAVE THE
are worth millions, which they feai
NAME CAUSES WILD
ENTIRE STATE AT THEIR
de
the revolutionists may convert,"
'
UPROAR
MERCY
conclusion.
in
chief
clared the rebel
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VARD DECLARES NEW ROAD LAV

1

HAY FEVER

LITTLE BETTER THAN A HUGE JOKE
,

,
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District Attorney Points Out Fallacy in Allowing an Unpaid Board
of Road Supervisors to Superintend the Building and Main
tenanre of Highways, Spending the County's Money Withou- He Writes
Being Responsible to the County Commissioners
Letter to Deputy County Treasurer Robert L. M. Ross.
District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward has written the following letter
to Deputy County Treasurer Robert L.
M. Roes, pointing out the defects in
the new road law:
Mr. R, L. M. Ross,

'

TIME

Deputy Treasurer,
Las Vegas, N. M.,
Dear Sir:
In my opinion that portion of the
new road law embraced in Senate Bill
and
No. 163 is about as
futile a piece of legislation as could
well he enacted. It Is a good lllus- tration of the kind of laws passed by
boosters and enthusiasts when, ' by
force of numbers and vigor of arguments, they persuade legislators to
forego their usual careful and thorough procedure.

The bill providing for the distribu-

and construct roads need not now be
considered. They have not been given
such power. They ought never bo
given such power, even if it) is , pos
sible. The county commissioners are
the legaly elected representatives of
the people on all matters pertaining
to the general welfare of the county.
They only can make the levy for roads
and bridges and the control of the
revenue desired ought never be tak
en from them and placed with Bonie
irresponsible and unpaid board, which,
however Its powers be defined, would
always conflict more or less with the
commissioners.
I do not think road and bridge le
vies should be made until this mat
ter is placed on more1 satisfactory
ground, nor do I think you should pay
monies accruing to the road fund to
the road board. I trust the state commission may realize the error of the
measure and take no action In the
matter of appointing road boards until better legislation has been secured.
Very Truly Yours,
.

tion of delinquent taxes was another
example of a bad measure. Fortunately, after the bill had passed both
nouses the attention of the governor
was called to the fact that all tax
money went directly into the road fund
fund and that honest debts for which
CHARLE3 W. O. WARD,
no other means of payment had been
District Attorney.
provided were repudiated. The governor sent the bill back and it was
BEVERIDGE FOR GOVERNOR
An amusing
very readily amended.
Indianapolis, Ind., July 31. The
instance of the haste with which nomination of a complete state ticket
some legislators act under the Influ- on a platform declaring for woman suf
ence of a booster's voice wag fur frage, the initiative, referendum and
nished by Senator "Billy- - Walton, recall,- a minimum wage for women,
a newspaper owner. I called his at- the commission form of city govern
tention to the fact that the bill left ment and the election of United States
no avenue open for the payment of senators by direct vote, Is the pro1910 and 1911 debts of the county.
gram mapped out for the Indiana
"Good Lord," he said, "what am I state convention of the progressive
thinking of? And they owe me $2,500 party to be held here tomorrow, The
.
for printing."
party hopes to persuade Albert J. Bev- The Senate Bill No. 163 places at eridge, former United States senator
the disposal of the newly created and an ardent Roosevelt man, to accounty road board all funds of what- cept the nomination for governor. If
ever character for road and bridge Beveridge declines, the gubernatorial
purposes. This board Is to make re nomination may go to former Con
ports of its expenditures as the com- gressman Frederick Landis of Logmissioners are now required to do. ansport or Horace C. Stilwell of An
The board is to take the place of the derson.
road supervisors, perform all their dn
ties and make all their reports. This TO BREAK THE NEWS TO TAFT
board is to serve without pay, and
Washington, July 31. Men who will
only one member Is required to glv9 be prominent in the notification of
a bond.
President Taft of his renomination
r- - tfnat class of service can be ex began to arrive in the capital today.
pected from these unpaid men? The Much public interest is manifested
road 'supervisors
spent about half In the notification exercises, which
their time colecting road tax and a are scheduled to take place at the
of White House tomorrow forenoon,
considerable additional amount
ft
time overseeing the work of men who the weather Is favoraible, Mr. Taft
preferred contributing their labor. will receive the' notification commit- What result In the way of collecting tee on the rear portico of the execu-- ,
,
and working out poll tax can be ex tive mansion, which overlooks the el
pected from these unpaid commlfc lipse and down past the Washington
The duties laid npon this monument toward the Potomac. He
sloners.
.county board In a county like San Mi will speak from the portico, with the
guel would, if faithfully performed re- committeemen grouped below him on'
quire much more than half of the. time the lawn. At the conclusion of the
rf the members.
ceremonies the visitors will be the
The county road boards are given guests of the president at luncheon,
authority to construct or improve any
road within the county.
They are NEW LONG BRANCH THEATER
given no power whatever with regard
Long Branch, N. J., July 31. The
v to securing the necessary lands for new
Broadway theater, just complet
new roads. They may not Institute ed at a cost of $100,000 and said to be
condemnation proceedings, they may the finest playhouse at any summer
not reecive petitions, apoint viewers, resort In America, isvto have its for
issue proclamations declaring roads mal openjing tomorrow night; For
Froh-ma- n
open, receive petitions' for bridges, the initial attraction Charles
make the proper notices and adver
will present for the first time
tisements, call for bids. They can not "The Girl from Montmartre," with
even use the money that Is placed in Miss Hattle Williams and Richard
their hands to buy right of way, since Carle heading the cast of players.
the grantee must be the county.
In fine, the authority granted to
NOTED HOTEL CLOSES
the county road boards to construct
St. Louis, Mo., July 31. The Southand Improve roads is no authority. ern hotel, for many years one of the
Notwithstanding the law the county best known hostelries in the country,
commissioners are the only ones who closes its doors tonight The closing
can acquire, lay out and construct of the hotel is said to be due to the
;
roads, and yet a board over which the disinclination of the proprietors to recounty has no authority is charged new their lease and the failure of
with the expediture of all the money the owners of the property to find anfor roads and bridges.
other lesee. The future of the hotel
Whether or not the county boards is In doubt, but it is generally be
could be clothed with power to. lay out lieved that it will be reopened..
,

i
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It begin9
Specific Blood Poison Is the most Insidious of all diseases.
sore which Is the only outward evidence of its presence.
usually by a tinyblood
the treacherous poison is at work and in a short
But down In the
ultime its chain of symptoms begin to crop out. .The mouth and throat
body, the
cerate, skin eruptions break out, sores and ulcers appear on the
irlands in the eroin swell, and sometimes the hair come3 out. Mineral
.

only shut the disease up in the system to smolder
and await an opportunity of breaking out afresh.
The only possible way to cure tie disease is to remove the germs from the blood. S. S. S. goes into
the circulation and removes the last trace of the infectious virus, tones up the stomach, bowels, kidneys and all portions of the system, and thus makes
a perfect and lasting cure. S. S. S. is made entirely
of roots, herbs and barks; It does not contain a particle of mineral or other harmful drug. Thousands
have cured themselves of Specific Blood Poison by the useof S.S.S. . It will
cure you if you will give it a trial. Special Home Treatment book and any
medical advice free.
TI S7JIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
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BATHS TO (ILLS

BE RESTORED

IM
TRIAL

ANNUAL CONVENTION OF SNEEZ
ERS TO BE HELD IN NEW
HAMPSHIRE

ITALIAN GOVERNMENT EXPECTS
TO UNEARTH ANCIENT BEAUTY SPOT

Oh this is a wheeze
To the tune of a sneeze
For the victims of summer hay fever;
Whom the pollen packed breeze
Brlngeth down ofl their knees
for some good reliever!
Again the hay fever season isat
hand, says the New York World.
Every year when the month of Aug
ust aproaches, haberdashers get out
their spare stock of handkerchiefs, all
movable papers on the victims' deskB
are spiked down and hotel keepers
up in Bethlehem, N. H., and various
other "exempt" localities hire extra
help and bring out their
tableware.
k
The troubles of the hay fever victims legin Just as soon as the summer zephyrs begin wafting the toxic
pollen of ragwood and goldenrod. The
frenzied search for "rose cold" reme
dies has brought fortune to hundreds
of patent medicine manufacturers but
little relief to the sufferers. From
early in August until
the land echoes with blasts, wheezes,
snorts and kerchoos, which do not
cease until the open season ends. The
clans gather at the "resorts" advertised to be climatically or otherwise beBut it usually
nign for the victims.
Is the case of "grin (if you can) and
bear it"
Some 38 years ago a little group of
'rose colders" got together In the par
lors of the hotel in Bethlehem (perhaps the most widely known oi' the
exempt" spots) and organized the
United States Hay Fever association.
Their purpose in organizing was purely facetious.
They simply wanted to
poke fun at one another, compare
amusing experiences and see who
could relate the tallest hay fever
yarna Original verse was composed
and read for the delectation of the
sneezing audience. One of these ef
fusions, whose author Is forgotten
read:
May friends

Rome, July 31. The government,
carrying out a s ;heme of the late
and Sjitesmau. itr.ggioro Boug
ht, has intrusted Professor Rodolfo
Lanciani, the celebrated archaeologist
to restore that part of the Baths of
Caracalla, known as the "ArchaeologI
cal Promenade," which already covers
180 acres of land. Part of this land

AT SPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE PRICES
All

CONATO COLANTONIO SLAYS AN
TONIO MATESI IN TRINIDAD

i

and LinGEHfiii
IIS I

SELH

Id

ESCAPED

soor

YHO

Trinidad, Colo., July 31. Invoking
the ancient law of an eye for a.n eye
avenging the, murder of his brother
who was shot and killed at Valdez on
August 30 of last year, Donitd Colan-Ushortly before 1:30 yesterday af
ternoon fired a bullet into the brain
of Antonio MatesI, whom he believed
to have been the slayer of his broth
er. The shooting took place at the
and S. depot about 50 yards east
of the Dlatform where a number of
was
people were standing. MatesI
sitting down when Colantonlo coolly
drew a .38 caliber revolver and shot
him, the bullet entering below thej
left eye and penetrating the brain.
Colantonlo ran away, and was captured within a few hundred feet of the
scene of the murder by Jack McQnar-rl- e
and Deputy Sheriff Brown of Bow- en who were standing on the depot
took
platform when the shooting
place. He was lodged In the county
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required draining' and was a fruitful
source of malaria. The whole forms
a magnilfcent park, surrounding and
'HALF-PRIC- E.
setting forth the unique ruins from
Roman times, the greatest care being
taken to recreate what it must have
been when the remains were glorious
Lightweight Wool and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Skirts and til
realitiea
Colored Wash Goods,
In the center and overshadowing
not
One
does
baths.
all. stand the
need to be a profound student of Ro
man times to understand what It
means to discover under one building
IN
ANY MAN'S
(the Thermae) one mile of under
the
for
passages,
ground
evidently
Including some very Desirable Patterns, worth from $15.00 up,
use of slaves, as they led to the dif- Jail.
for only,.
'..'$D.Q3
ferent bath halls above, and were the A few minutes before the killing
vehicle through which the soiled lin Colantonlo and MatesI were seen to
en passed.
pass through the little crowd of peo-pe- l
It has just been ascertained that
at the depot and together stroll
one of the wonders of this pile was off to where Mates! sat down. They
La a VeufLoadinStora
the largest flat roof In the world, bup were engaged In animated conversa
ported by copper beams, no longer in tion In theflr native tongue. Sudexistence, but there are the walls. denly Colantonlo drew a revolver and
and thir formation shows the- - roof the bullet tore a bole in Matesl's head
was flat without supports from below He died
Instantly. The slayer halted
South SidePloja.
Established 1862
Another of the sensational dis a moment with a smile on his tips
is
a
coveries
huge library, the or.ly and then ran away behind some box
one known to have existed In Rome cars to a clump of bushes. MoQuar- in connection with the baths. The rle, Luis Kreeger, Deputy Sheriff
niches where the books stood are still Brown and Joe Llnskey were Hurting
to be seen, with the three steps which on the depot platform when their atled up to the platform before them tention was attracted by the shot.
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR 008H
and other signs which seem to point They immediately set out in pursuit
to the fact that there were reading and captured Colantonlo who submit'
desks attached to the walls. This ted quietly to arrest.
Caracalla library is almost a reproduc
The murder was unquestionably the
tion of the Roman library at Perga- result of a feud between the men dat
mo, but is much larger.
ing back to the August day last year
The part of a gray porphyry column when'Salvatore Colantonlo, brother of
has also been unearthed, which u al the slayer, was shot to death through
most as valuable as preciou.3 s Vines,
window of a company boarding
owing to its rarity. " It is as r hard house at Valdea. Tony MatesI, who
I've writ a little verse for you.
as the red porphyry, but almost un lies dead at the morgue, and Frank
Just wait a bit;
known. There must have been a
MorelH, were arrested for the crime
This sneezing fit
Unmade of them at the bath,, as the and were tried and acquitted in the
Will
me choo!
two standing in, St. Pffiat'jt which are district court last Mart-h-.
Mates! and
I've tried for long to get relief;
Its pride, came from the ( Thermae. MorelH were defended by Attorney I.
I've hailed all quacks with fond
The quarries for this rare stone have
Hendrick,
belief,
Telephone or call and we will, have our demonstrator
tot) long been known and have now
At the trial the state could not pro
But none could ease
Mount
near
Identified
as
the
been
duce sufficient evidence1 to prove that
My nasal breeze .
show you.
Cenis tunnel at Frejus, but there is the shots were fired either by MatesI
Or dash this cold! ker choo-- t
no more porphyry there.
or Moreillo, but suspicion was attach
is to suffer and forget
In the middle of what was once the ed to them. Another Matesi, brother
Las Vegas AefoioMie
ISscMna Co.
The many remedies I've met
garden of the baths, and will soon be of Antonio, made his escape and at
Fxcuse me, please,
so again, there lies on one side a huge the time, was alleged to have been
I've got to sneeze
Phone Main 344.
Whalen, & Fowler Props
capital, four feet high, partly consum the murderer of Colantonlo.
A re
.Vwhee!
two
of
cele
ed.
Is
facslmllle
the
It
ward of $25 has been outstanding for
The members soon saw that theyl
In the church of Santa the arrest of Joe MatesI. An
Inquest
might use the organization hs an ef- brated capitals
fective means of conduct! aor an inves- Maria in Trastever, the tltutlar church will be held following an Investigation the sheriff's office and advised the would
bring the murderer to justice
;
of Cardinal Gibbons.
(
by the coroner.
tigation into the cause of hay f;ver
sheriff that Morelli, one of the wo or take Justice in his own hands.
found
at
sewers
baths
The
have
the
and to experiment In the hope of disThe gun taken from Colantonlo at men originally held for the murder of
an extent of nearly three miles, while
covering a remedy. As soon as the
the jail and which was used to kill his brother, was held in Canada and
It you are a Housewife you cannot
36 rooms used as reser
society announced its serious purpose there were
MatesI Is, about the latest Improved deposited $150 for the sheriff to, go
reasonably
hope to be healthy or
two
In
rows.
voirs,
disposed
there was a tremendous influx of memmake of deadly weapon.' It Is a .38 and bring him back. Colantonlo be- beautiful by washing dishes, sweepProfessor Lanciani, to. whose untir caliber and attached to the barrel Is
bers. Many clergymen who had bean
lieved that MatesI would wire his ing and doing housework all day,
Into bed dead tired at
in the habit, of punctuating their ser- ing energy and devotion all these dis an ever ready,
former partner MorelH that the au- and crawling
dagger
night You must get out into the open
mons with nasal explosions promptly coveries are due, has asked the gov blade. The dagger Midi !s adjustable thorities were
him
after
and
coming
air and
sent In their names. Among the cleri ernment for a further appropriation cf by a small spring and hinge. Colanto this is the motive which la said to day and sunlight If you do this everj;
keep your Btomach and bowcal recruits were Henry Ward Beech- - $100,000, that he may be able to have nlo Is 30 years of age and unmarried have
prompted Coiantonio to shoot Ma- els in good order by taking Chambercasts
made
all
of
statues
the
to
known
lain Tablet's when needed, you.
er and Dr. Patridge, who for many
It is learned that in the morning the tes!. Colantonlo vowed when his should
have belonged to the baths, and which
become both healthy and
years served in an official capacity.
to brother was killed at Valdez that he
Donotl Colantonlo, went
slayer:
beautiful. For sale by all dealers.
will be raised in their original posi
Every year a convention was held
at Bethlehem, and reports were read tions. That will not be difficult, as
of the progress made and suggestions they are nearly all in the Museum of
presented by members. Hundreds of Naples.
reputed redemies were Investigated
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
and found to be totally worthless as
JOHNSON HAS RETIRED
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
fever
Dr.
one
curat.
at
hay
Partridge
Chicago, July 31. Jack Johnson
ttime received letters and literature champion heavyweight pugilist of .the
i
from a concern that vended the same world, announced last
V? t K t 1 f
1 f
night that he
H Ml
"hay fever remedy" as a medicine to had fought his last fight "I'll never
relieve sore feet
"exempt" draw n a glove again as long as
J. M. Cunningham, President.
localities were investigated and an of live," declared the champion, as he
D. T. Hoaklns, Cashier.
Frank Springer,
ficial list was ctompijed, Indicating lounged in a
large upholstered chair
those where relief might actually be in his new oaf a '
fonnd. At present the association re"The promoters won't give me my
VECG.A.SB
commends some 67 resorts. Most of price for fighting how, and if I wait
these are in northern New England, a year 111 probably not beln condition
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEFOSITS
particularly In the White Mountain to put up ft fight worthy of a cham
district In New Hampshire. Others pion," said Jack. "So it's goodbye' to
are scattered al over the country, and John! Arthur Johnson, champion of the
some are in Canada. In these places world."
.
there is no universal exemption, al
Asked if he intended to retire in
though there Is partial exemption In favor of any fighter as Jeffries did In
many cases which are not entirely re the case of Marvin Hart, Johnson
lieved.
said: "No, let Jeanette, Langford and
The convention this year will
McVea fight it out I think McVea
held In Bethlehem, August 28,
will thrash any Of them, but that is
Capital Stock,
their trouble,, not mine. No white
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
ghter can give either of those men
Office with the San Mi'goel National Back
"One Round" Hogan vs. Tommy a good battle."
Johnson has saved his money. He
McFarland. 15 rounds, at San Fran
Win. G. Ha don
said that hetwaa worth $200,000, the
cisco.
President
I
j
greater part of which is well Invest
II. W. Kelly
Vice President
ed. Practically all of this has been
I). T. Iloskins
For soreness of tne muscles, wheth made since he
Treasurer
fought Tommy Burns
er induced by violent exercise or in
In
6.
1908.
December
Australia,
jury, there Is nothing better than
Interest Psvid on Deposia
Chamberlain's Liniment This liniment, also relieves, rheumatic pains
Rail The Optic,
For sale by all deaiert.
le
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St. Paul, Illinois Central and

the Soo line.
Ail of the terminals

ID

will close
promptly at 1 o'clock, ino team will
be permitted to enter tne loading or
discharging driveways
after that
hour. All teams in the driveways at
1 o'clock will be cared for.

'

BOSTON DOCTOR SAYS IT SHOULD
NOT. BE USED IN WASHING MILK CANS.

Larned, Kan., July 31. One of the
Boston, Mass., July 31. 'Dr. John, J.
most significant developments in the
Mullowney of the Boston board of
history of irrigation on the semi-arihealth, today declared soap a carrier
plains of the central west is the move,
of virulent germs and a menace to
ment now on In thehort grass reghealth.
ion of western Kansas for the use of
"I believe that common soap, paremail pumping i.ianta.
ticularly the sort that is used for the
Ditch projects of varying sljos add
washing of utensils which are food
varying degrees of success havj been
s
containers, is a carrier of
tried ever since the settlement of the
which are a menace to
plains by the white man began In $30 per horsepower or $1,800 for
health," he said.
earnest. The early projects were fin- orse
"No animal soap should be used in
and the drilling, casing, etc.,
anced by eastern or foreign capital- at from $150 to
$300, the underflow cleaning milk cans or other recepists during the boom days and a great
being found in his section of the tacles for foods, for the greater pormany fell through, to be taken up state at from 50 to 100 feet below the tion of such soaps are made from
, ; again in recent years
by the many surface. Mr. Lough is at present ir the carcasses of diseased animals
ditch companies now operating over
rigating forty acres of potatoes, ten which have been condemned by the
this territory. In a large measure acres of flax,
eighty acres of alfalfa, government inspectors,
these huge and highly financed irrt ten acres of broom
"Few persons know how to use
corn, ten acres of
gation projects have proved very ben- milo maize, five acres of meionB, and soap. When a milk can has Been
eficial in recent years and their
s
emptied it is often allowed ro stand
fifty acres of cane.
has so attracted the atcentlon ot
Alfalfa seeded on his ranch in 1910 until the residue has hardened, then
the government that it has taken a made four tons per acre in four cut- the first procedure usually is to fill it
hand in the impounding of the flood tings in 1911, the
year the alfalfa with hot soap suds: The action of the
waters of spring freshets. The ditch crop failure
brought starvation to hot water upon the albumen which
irrigation projects have undoubtedly hundreds of herds of cattle on the adheres to the bottle is to coagulate
been a boon to the west. ' In eastern western plains
during tue past win it, making the thorough cleaning of
Colorado the Amity
the utensil impossible.
the Fort ter.
Lyon canal, the Bessemer ditch and
Transmitted to Milk.
Land Value Increase.
the big Horse Creek reservoir pro
"Particles of the soap or scap powAs to the increase in the value of
Jects have worked wonders.
They land when made subject to pumping der used become lodged in the albuhave, in great measure, changed
irrigation it may be said that land in minous mass, and the impurities of
desert plain Into a productive region Stanton county could be purchased the soap are thus directly transmitand have brought to Colorado her easily at from $5 to $10 per acre be- ted to the milk. Milk is the most per'richest agricultural districts.
fore Dr. Rea's successful demonstra fect vehicle for the transmission of
;
Prefer Small Plants.
tion of pumping possibilities in that
In the development of the big ditoh region. Now the land under the
In my, experience in the west,
,
projects In Colorado, however, may pump could not be purchased for less where much of the soap used in
be read the decline of the hopes of than $75 per acre,1 notwithstanding America is made, I pund i"hat all the
similar enterprises In western Kan the fact that no irrigated crops have diseased animals which were consas. The impounding of the surface been raised on it as yet. Land in demned by the government inspectwater of the Arkansas in the western the vicinity of the plant which can be ors in the big packing houses were
states has limited the supply in this made subject to pumping irrigation is used In tlie manufacture of soap,
region until the short grass Tegion now commanding $15 per acre and which tea b y product p the meat nfj
has been forced to seek a substitute, this price is considered low and of dustry.
"While the poU.sh and other alkali
This substtlute has been found in the temporary duration.
use of email pumping plants, owned land in Scott county, but subject to which enters into the composition of
and operated by the individual land- - pumping irrigation, commands prices soap may minimize ije chance of conowners. It may mean a cessation of ranging from $15 to $25 per acre, ac tamination, there is still the probaagitation for big reservoir projects in cording to location. When made sub- bility that nunute atoms of septic
,
much of western Kansas, but, if .k, ject to pumping irrigation it is worth matter may be, retained.
"I think that no animal soap should
the hearts of many western Kansans $100 per acre. These figures are for
are glad. They are tired of the de- the raw land and are exclusive of the be used in the washing of food utenthe cost of the plants installed, which sils... There are many mineral soap
lays attending the financing
ditch
Enterprises.
would be added to them to get the powders that are even more powerful
tig
cleansers than the old' fashioned imOf the pioneers in the movement total purchase price.
- pure soap.
Email pumping plants in this sec
foiethe
seen
from
will
be easily
It
tion is Dr. C. L. Rea of btanton coun going that pumping irrigation has so
Danger In Public Places.
ty. In the absence of a regular fuel far proven to be a great success and "There is danger in the Indiscrimoil engine two steam tractors were It does not take a very fertile imag inate use of toilet soaps dn public
about fifty ination to see in the future its rapid places. Employes in large estaDiisn-ment- s
used which developed
accumulate, a remarkable colAn average of about and widespread adoption as a means
"horsepower.
s
in their
of
BOO
was
maintain
lection
minute
per
gallons
of water supply.
and transmit
Increased
various occupations
ed with ease and this was
them to the lone bar ot soap, ana
at one time to 1,400 gallons in order
REAPING BENEFIT
thence to' those who use it subseto test the supply, which was not
diminished in the least. Dr. Rea in- From the
quently. Careless persons who do
Experience of East Las
not rinse the accumulated lather from
horse
tends to install a seventy-fiv- e
Vegas People.
the cake after' using it assist in the
power oil engine and thinks that
transmission of these impurities.
with this he can easily pump 1,000 to
We are fortunate Indeed to be able
"In recent years antiseptic soaps
ouv
1,200 gallons per minute without af to
of
the
experience
profit by
303
is
well
been put on ihe market, but it
The
have
the
supply.
of
fecting
nttiehhors.
The nubile utterances
found in hospitals that a dir
diam
in
twenty-foubeen
feet
has
feet deep,
East Las Vegas residents on the fol
eter and cased with sheet iron. It is lowing subject will interest snd ben- luted solution of carbolic acid is more
centrifu
effective in cleansing the hands or
equipped with a
efit thousands of our readers. Read
and requires no more time
the
9,000
pounds,
clothing,
gal pump, weighing
this statement. No better, proof can
down
to apply.
working parts of which extend
be had.
"Perfumed soaps are used more for
200 feet into the well. A 40 foot sucMrs. Anna Pearce, 905 Tllden Ave.,
attractiveness in toilet use, although
tion pump extends down beneath the East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says:
enclosed
to some persons tney seem to have
inch
214
shafting,
pump. A
have nothing to withdraw from the
raise
in a 3 inch casing drives the pump. uubllc statement I gave In January an antiseptic value. Perfumes,
considerably,
disof
cost
at
a
are
production
the
placed
The ball bearings
1907, in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills
tance of about ten feet apart. The I was troubled for about a year by and are used in smaii quanuuea.
essences are used es
pump casing is ten inches in diam disordered kidneys, the most annoy- Some harmful
soaps. A scented
in
cheap
galof
4,000
a
pecially
capacity
weak
eter, giving
ing symptom being a kidney
in good condition
remain
will
the
normal
lons per minute. When
ness. Doan's Kidney Pills, procured soap
not being so
unscented,
th
than
175
from
feet
about
cor
stands
longer
water
at the Ceater ,Blook Pharmacy,
rancid.
245
of
to
become
surface, but sinks to a depth
rected my trouble; I have had a few likely
The air in soap make it rioat
feet when the pump is in operation. slight recurrences of the difficulty but
that will not
At this depth it remains stationary. at such times I have taken Doans When making a variety
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mass
that
being boiled
with
acres
320
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the
sink
will
never
Irrigate
Mils and they have
The plant
in a great
to
work
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is beaten furiously
ease. The cost of installation,
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air,
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was $5,000,
For sale by all dealers. Priee
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others
for
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more quickly soluble.
New York, sole agents for the United It &
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take no other.
attack of kidney trouble and
severe
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PUMPS
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snort grass

should be mentioned that of ,1. W.
Lough in Scott county and taa gov
ernment plants at Holcomb and Deer-fieldThe two latter are on an ex
tensive scale, however, and have lit
tle bearing on the movement for the
installation of individual plants. The
success of the plant owned by Mi
Lough has1 marked him as tfie lone
pioneer of the small pumping piar.t
industry in the northern part of th
short grass region.
The well is 130 feet deep, twenty-tou- r
Inches in diameter and cased
with No. 8. Iron. It was put down at
a cost of about $3 per foot to the
normal top of the water table. Fro? .
this point ; down a perforated hKI
screen casing was used at a cost of
from $6 td:$8 per foot. Tfte steol
screen effectually holds back the
sand and gravel of the undertlow,
Mr. Lough estimates the cost of the
average pump at $500, the engine at

THEY SQUIRM UNDER INCREASE
OF 11.1 PER CENT IN TEN
MONTHS.
Washington, July 31. The feature
of the aggregate ten months' nam
ing statement of the United States

railroads is the continued sharp id- vance in the item of taxes, which for
the period covered increased no less
than $9,666,827, or 11.1 per cent to
$96,604,989.

The trend of railroad taxes in re
cent years has been steadily upward
and furnishes an additional aggravation to higher wage levels and material costs. In the
period tor
which the statement is issued taxes
consumed 4.2 per cent of the gross
revenues, the
highest ratio ever
reached and a ruinous one for an in
dustry which pays out 40 per cent rf
grbss in wages.
On account of the decline in net.
whereas gross advanced, the percentage of taxes to this item has increased even more sharply. In the period
under discussion the ratio of taxes
to net was a full 13
per cent, compared with but 12.1 per cent in the
h

I

PUEBLO CCLO. $11.93

C0LC1AD0

X.fS

A

SPEINOS $13.70

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

ST. PAUL, MINN.

$40.30

$45.30

ILL

CHICAGO,

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including- points in Old Mexk and points in
British Columbia.
-

Tickets on sale daily June' 1st, to Sept. 30th., are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
October 31st., 1912.

'

-

Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date on
sale to many points in East.
NEW YOIK, N. Y

VIA STANDAEO 'LINES

$75.33

VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES $72.33

For further information call on or write.

Em D. L. BATCHELOR,

J2

-- AGENT

No Liquor On Lackawanna.
New York, July 31. Following the

buildings and proerty valued at ? 200,- 000 will be turned over 10 the employes August 1, Announcement of
the transfer and plans for the creation of a board of ranagers of nine
members was made by tu' J. Pearson,
first vice president pf the system.
,The hospital service has become
self supporting and it hai been decided that the thirty thousand employes who (have been contributing
to its upkeep each month shall be
put in control of its operation. Heretofore the hospitals have been operated by the company as a part ot the
railroad system.

John Heath, Michigan Ba. CaL, had
kidney and bladder trouble, was
confined to his bed. unable to torn
without help. "I commenced using
Foley Kidney Pills and can truly
say I was reloleved at once." Ills exO. Q.
ample is worth following.
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.

An increasing number of peopie report regularly of the satisfactory results from taking Foley Kidney Pills
and commend their healing and curative qualities. Foley Kidney Pills
are a carefully prepared medicine,
guaranteed to contain no harmful or
habit forming drugs. They can have
only a beneficial effect when ed for
St. Joseph, 600; Lincoln, 3uu; Milwaukidney and bladder troubles, tor
kee, 1,000, and Dubuque, 300.
backache, rheumatism, weak back
The roads affected in Chicago are Hospital Service On Missouri Pacific.
or lumbago. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
in these days of high coat of living, Drug Store.
St. Louis, July 31. The entire hosthe Santa Fe, Chicago & Eastern Illiman
out
a
a medicine that
np
nois, Chicago & Northwestern, Bur- pital service of the Missouri Pacific-Iro- n of bed and able togets
work in a few days
Mountain system, including is a valuable and welcome remedy.
lington, Chicago Great W estern, Rock
Everybody reads The Optic.
.
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BIG CLEARANCE SALE
N order to clean out all Summer Goods and to make room
ii for Our New Fall and Winter Stock We are going to give
Prices You can't afford to overlook.
,

A Reduction on Every Article in Store
,

1

to

corsets

i off on all Corsets in Stock
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cunmm sonins

calicos

25c to 35c quality, Sale Price 15c

All Prints, 5c Yard
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'DRESS QOQDS

LACES

FLAKQUS
1

2pc Quality

Salo Prioe Wo

All

Lot Laces From 10c to 15c
''

75c Wool

Salo PHeO So

SILKS

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

All Fancy Silks go at

t'2 Regular Price

A Sample Line, Every Garment
A Bargain

WASH BELTS

FAN8Y WAlSTfflGS

ALL COLORS

ALL COLORS

Suiting, Cashmeres and
Serges go at 49c Sale Price

LADIES WAIST
$10 00 Net Waist-- .
6.00 Silk Waist.
3.00 Fancy Waist.'-il5- 1- -4

V..$51)0
3.00
0

OFF

ON ALL

ol-b- v

I

R

CENVER $15.60

.

uated from apprentice to superintend
ent.
' i:
That he is now the "big chief" has
not taken him out of the ranksof the
boys" for his old time friends whom
he met in the local shops yesterday
received the same greetings they
would have received years ago.
Mr. Purcell has "been through the
mill." He came up from the bottom,
and oonsquently
e passed
ad
through' every department of the
shops yesterday the mechanics knew
he knew just what they were doing.

action recently taken by the Pennsylvania railroad in prohibiting the
sale of liquor in dining cars while
passing through the state of New Jersey, the Lackawanna railroad officers
sent out word that hereafter there
will be no liquor sold on the cars of
their road. This notice was Issued
at Hoboken by J. H. Howara, superintendent of the dining car division
of the road. He said tne officials of
the road decided to stop the sale of
liquor on Its trains while they are
within the state limits, and it is probably, that in the near future there
will be no liquor sold at all even outK
side of New Jersey.

Fever Spreads.
uly pi. Jtailroaas
having freight terminal stations in
western cities are following the example set last week in Chicago of
granting their employes a half day
'holiday at the week end.
Nine cities are included in the
number thus favoring their employes.
In addition to Chicago, where 3,000
men are affected, the following cities
have given their ffeight employes a
half day:
Kansas City, 4,000; Council Bluffs,
1,500; Omaha, 2,000; Sioux City, k0;
Half Holiday
Chica, Jll.,

SU DfJEI

EXCURSIONS

He Is "One of the Boys."
ssan Bernardino, Cal.,
July 31.
John Purcell, assistant 10 Vice President W. Bi Storey, Jr., and the head
of the Santa Fe mechanical department is in San Bernardino
It is Mr. Purcell's first visit to the
San Bernardino shops since .Ms ap
pointment as head of the mechanical
department of the system.
He remains one of the "boys". Yes
terday he was hailed by a number of
men who formerly worked with him
at Topeka, from which rhops he grad

same month of 1911.

TRIP

5c Each

1- -2

Regular Price

,'

Summer Underwear

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY, AUGUST 1st.

Special Prices

ENDS SATURDAY, AUGUST 170i.
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FALL
t sure, the styles of this
(
'
summer are not especially attractive wick will du the greater part of the also is good, the slight acid beirig entire time to the scientific study of
natnor do they greatly enhance the
cooking for: the camp, though the boys an aid to digestion. It Is best to have textile fabrics.
"By dressing scientifically it is posural charms of women. But that is will be i nquired to do their share of beverages cooled only to a moderate
the business of the women them- all of the work in camp. When the! temperature. Ice water is not bad, sible to miimiiize the efiect ot the
"The heat
selves, and if they find no fault with weather perm'its, the boys will bunk but it would be preferable if it were heat," Mr. Lewis said.
out lii the open air, though three not at so extreme a temperature. Ice from the sun must be kept away from
fashion surely men should not.
;
If the reformers are o resort to large tents in addition to the cook is resorted to only as a convenient the body and the heat generated by
These
law to make women modest and "un- tent will be taken along to be used In means of securing a palatable tempe- the body permitted t? escape.
'
attractive" it would strike the casual case of rainy or threatening weather. rature; the system doei'not crave ex results can best be accomplished by
has brought its first shipment of
Parents and friends of the boys treme' (Sold. Water alj'the tempei
commentator that the best way to go
having the clothes very loose Jitting,
and
about It would be to issue an edict are cordially invited 10 visit the scout ture of the air Is nauseating, so icp so as to leave ample air space,
Nobby Stylish Coats and Suits
will be worn
"that American women ' shall follow camp and will be entertained with the Is put ipto It and the 'other extreme by having the outer clothes of a good
of
The
of
cloth,
heat.
women
best the camp affords.
Many of the secured.
Sixty degrees is the ideal
the Mohammedan custom. Our
for
Fall
and
Winter 1912. These are "only a
in gray gunny parents are planning to make the trip for drinking water. If this could be course, should be as lignt in weight as
should be dressed
to
more
is
but
in the lot but each
important
it
contains something new
sacks, with their hair cut close and to the Rio de la Casa, and ample pro- convenltentlv obtained it ivould be possible,
of heat
their faces smeared with grime. Then vision has been made to accommo- preferred to a greater degree "cf cold have it a good
'
has been brought out. These suits" have
weave.
set
any woman who dared be coy and date them and any ouier visitors who Not only is it less harmful to the and of porus
to
is
attention
"Nrvt.
paid
enoueh
The
visit.
to
more
a
condi
the
la
It
and
desire
but
pay
adverse
system,
boys
satisfying
pretty under those
Standard
for
splendid
the
for
selection
colors
of
resisting
following torders to
tions should be Imprisoned far from location of the camp wih be near the thirst quenching. Water put in bot the
You are cordially invited to
tles and left in a refrigerator until the heat. Two cloths identical except
the gaze of weak and susceptible men. forks of the river.
equal.
come, see the
The scouts will be in good hands properly chilled is the best way of. In' color will show a great difference
It ia true that comparatively f aw woheat
of
amount
advance
one
can
In
and
the
When
a
vacation
summer
their
comparative
learn
showing and
beverage.
what styles" are to be
preparing
men dress with that quiet effective during
should
nesa which makes for the highest not but be envious of the good time any beverage is sufficiently cold to they let through. Light shades
in
vogue.
are not glar'
form of beauty. Most of them wear that 'X In. store for them. Those who cause a pain In the throat or head be taken to see that they
inand
the
to
Make"
Irritate
so
as
eye
H.
H.
the
be
are
Frank
when
will
the
result
it
ing,
may
trip
drinking
they
loads of false hair, they paint,
-encase themselves in ridiculous hob- Roberts, Jr., Edwin Rosenthal, Her (harmful. Cold water poured on the crease the mental effect of heat.
non-co"Linen and silk are better
bles and wear wholly unbecoming man Bacharach, Max Ilfeld, Henry wrists or head has a cooling effect
The
And the weave of
LADIES' HOME
hats. But some do not And for this Nahm, ; Theodore Skinner, IJrank and tends to reduce the ice water ductors than wool.
to
do with
a cloth has a great deal
beautiful minority the Lord be prais- Condon;: Volney Paulson, Carl Ilfeld, habit."
Victor Talking
JOURNAL
Dr. Bigelow was asked what drinks the amount of heat It lets through
never suc- Joe Nahm, Pryor Timmons, Alfred
ed. Fashion, however,
MACHINES
much
PATTERNS
- ii.nO ten--ceeds In making women so unattrac- Livingstone, Howard Peterson, Philip combined the greatest cooling with Smooth,, hard weaves absorb
J) i
weaves.
For
1
than
fuzzy
& RECOROS
0
tive that men cease to be charmed by Calahan, Prentis White, assistant the least heating effect; if highballs, less heat
.
Is cooler
than
them. The list of marriage licenses scout master; 0. C. Zingg, scout lead rickeys, Juleps or fizzes were prefer- this reason, serge
worsted of the same shade and
er, an Aj, R., Marwick, scout master. able from a scientific standpoint.
grows longer as the years go- by.
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and the state, as no team that it
WILL RUN
played this summer was really its BEISCSAT
EEAL ESTATE TFXIFEu
eqial in any division of the game.
It is not unlikely that this fact uad
.IE. CCHVELT
.
something to do with the disbanding
Warranty petds.
A
AND
other
of
'Clubs.,
.the,
A.
S.
U.
to
B.
Jose iablp ivladrld, May
Brunton returned this
Captain W.
Disbanding this f ason aoes not INTENTION IS TO PICK SOUTHERN 23, 1910, ICO acw sections i7 and
afternoon to his ranch near
MAN FOR VICE- signify by any means that Las Vegas
34, township 12, range '25.
'
will not have a club in the field next
COS
John H. York, county commissioner,''
U. 8. A. to Bernardo Griego Desummer, for the baseball germ is well
left this afternoon on a short business
cember 1, 1891, 160 acres, section 22,
rooted in the fans of the city, and
Oyster Bay, July 31. A movement township 12, range 23.
trip to Chapelle.
LACK
OF
ANTAGONISTS
WAS the Meadow City could not go an en- is on foot within the national proRETROUBLE
NEIGHBORHOOD
U. S. A. to Marios Mejilia, NovemSacremento Baca and son,
CAUSE FOR ENDING THE
tire summer without the sport in gressive party to name: a democrat ber 3, 1891, 160 acres, sections 10 and
SULTS IN AIRING OF GRIEV-- ,
pf Mora county, are in
SEASON EARLY.
some form or another. The accounts from the south as Colonel Roosevelt's 11,
ANCES IN COURT
the city tor several days ,on court
township 12, range 23.
of
the association have not been bal- running mate, Colonel Roosevelt said
business.
Ten Lakes Land Co. to J. M. Crawanced as yet, but two weeks ago the today.
At a hearing yesterday afternoon in
ford et al, June 10, 1912, lot 12, block
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Van Houten. cama
club was out of debt, and as tne ata
D.
of
the
court
R.
Justice
32, town of Onava. Consideration 1.
ia l A evening from their home li
Murray
THE MAROONS' RECORD.
tendance at the last series was good,
California Delegates Leave
Perfecto Perez to Francisco GutierShoemaker an were visitors in Las fine of $50 and costs was imposed upthe finances in all probability are on
on David Joaeg, who was charged by
San Francisco, July 81. Headed by rez et ux, July 26, 1912, land pet. 11.
May 18 Dawson, 6; MaVegas today.
the right side of the ledger.
roons, 8.
Governor Johnson, who boarded the Consideration $75.
I. H. Rapp. tie Santa Fe architect, T H. Moen Wth assault with words.
May 19 Dawson, 4; Matrain at Sacramento, and with Charles
E. A. Kiefer et ux to L. H Shilling-lawia'.. a: visitor' .".In Las Vegas today. The fine was suspended on good be'
roons, 20,
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE S- - jWheeler, and Phillip Bancroft of
having; come in from the Capital CItj havior, and, according to the agreeJuly 9, 1912, 320 acres, pan Mi20 Santa Fe, 2; Matwo
California
ment
San
May
the
Francisco,
must
Jones
reached,
keep
peace
31.
York
New
county. Consideration
guel
la1fst',eveiiing,
',
July
Early dealings
roons, 7,
the republican convention
E. A. Kiefer et ux toiOJaacyC.
on the stocls market today were' dfs1- - delegates
Mrs & P.,;Colby and Fred J. Rose with the community in general and
who "were unseated by the national Springer, July 9, 1912, 320 acreS, secMay 29 Santa Fe, 0; Maof ; Chicago, left yesterday afternoon the Moen family In particular for a
apolnting to that portion of the proroons, 10.
fessional element which looked for convention in the Jarty! California's tion 4, township1 15, range 19. Confor ;Vagon Mound, where Mrs. Colby period of six months. Failure to do
this will put the suspended sentence
May 30 Santa fe, 3;, Masome activity at better prices as 'a W delegation' to the convention" of the na- sideration $1.
hasi'landlhteresta.
into effect and may result in otheH
tional progressive party at Chicago ' Bbard of trustees to Jose Ignaclo
roons, 10.
statement
William
Steel
suit
of
the
B.
who
is
raptaih:
Bruuton,
-June 1 Albuquerque 8; Maa Witness for the plaintiff in the case charges against the ranchman.
The market was no less stagnant August 5, left for that city today on a Anaya, June 25, 1906, ne section 34,
Mr.
,
Jone pleaded not guilty to as
roons, 15.
of Baca vs. the Mora county com
than before, while Steel and other ac- special train.
township 16, range 16.
June 2 Albuquerque, 6; Masault with, words, but testimony of sev
. ,
Quit Claim Deed3.
tive issues were barely steady until
missioners, is in th city.
Maine Progressives 'Active
roons, 7.
"Honorable H. L. Waldo, solicitor for eral witnesses substantiated the charg'
Ralph W. Moore et ux to Adam
lust before noon, when demand was
June 8 Indians, 2; MaPortland, Me., July 31. Si hundred Kiefer, July 6, 1912, 480 acres, Sal
followed by a general rise. Canadian
New Mexico for the Santa Fe, left on es. However, there were a ni'mber
farmers,-whof
of Colonel Roosevelt are
Mr.
are
8.
of
supporters
roons,
neighbors
latest
Pacific
Its
to
the
made
train
10' today for Colorado and
response
June 9 Indians, 6; Maremarkable June earning, with a sym- expected to participate tonight In the
other ' points as far east as Kansas Jones and Mr; Moen willing; to take
Ralph W. Moore et ux to Adam
convention of the progressive Kiefer, July 6, 1912, w
the stand in behalf of Jones. Accordroons, 8.
section 4,
pathetic move in one of its allied first
City.
June 11 Colorado Springs,
party in this state to choose 12 dele- township 15, range 19. Consideration
Mrs. Ad Dunham and daughter ar- ing tp the statement of Mr. Jones, his
properties.
2; Maroons, 9.
Biscuit and American Tobacco were gates and name six presidential'' elec $1.00.
rived yesterday from their borne in animosity against big neighbor was
''
tors..
aroused by the latter's arbitrary man
12 Colorado
June
Springs,
the
are
of
tne
Callao,' Mo., and
only strong specialties. Bonds
guests
7; Maroons, 13.
were Irregular. A rise of two points
J. Fred Anton, Santa Fe yardmas- Mrs. Dunham's sister, Mrs. A. D. Till ner, and annoyances of the Moen chil
dren, who Mr. Jones claimed, have
Progressive 'State Tloket
June 13 Colorado Springs,
in Canadian Pacific with some strength
man.
ter, returned yesteroay afternoon irora
Kansas City, July 31. Congression a two weeks'
3; Maroons, 4.
In Steel and Northern Pacific, were
W. K, Bayless arrived this morning been fighting with his grandchildren.
trip to California.
Several of Moen's neighbors ex
June 15 Abuquerque.
Rev. M. D. Smith, a Presbyterian
2;
the features of the stock market at al and county condldates will be nonv
on the California
Limited from his
In Mis
themselves as angry at Mr,
Maroons, 7.
today's opening. Changes otherwise lnated by the progressive party
clergyman from Edna, Kan., who. has
hqme In Columbia, lo., and will be in pressed
was
ordered
souri
This
this
was
cases
Moen.
tne
in
by been spending the past several months
year.
reaso!:
16
ov.y
June
were
nominal and mainly upward.
1;
Albuquerqua,
Las Vegas about ten days visiting
ii'f Ltical v.r the one exoressed ty
Maroons, 6.
Promise of betterment held out at the state progressive committee here at Warner's ranch In Harvey's canyon,
his daughter, Mrs. W. P. Mills.
Mr. Jones.
One mau whose irriga
24
June
Trinidad, 0;
the opening was fulfilled, Steel losing today after a stormy discussion that left this1 afternoon for his home.
a; H, Westfall, a general manager
tion ditch runs through the Moen
7.
all Its advance, while Union Pacific occupied the entire morning session.
of the Mpnon route, passed through
Mr.
a
to
had
bone
with
farm,
pick
24
June
Maand Reading sold under yesterday's A fusion ticket also will be nominated
CRANE
Trinidad, 4;
Las Vegas this afternoon on train No.
'
a
he
Moen,
because,
declared,
only
roons,
close. Minneapolis, SL Paul and Sault in St. Louis.
l.
Boston, July 31. Senator Winthrop
10 en route from Arizona to his home
few days ago he had been ordered
The state committee was Instructed Murray Crane was today elected to
June 28 Raton, 10; Ma)
Ste. Marie rose with Canadian Pacific
fn Chicago. He. was on private car
to call congressional and county con succeed himself as republication naoft the Moen property, when he was
14.
cou
moved
roons,
Tobacco
and
shares
the
No. 60
ventions in the various districts and tional committeeman from Massachuout a ditch. John Thornhiil
ftSTRTir of the - cleaning
July 1 Dalhart, 3; Maroons,
T , T. Tlnphnr. ' ' nnnnlnl
trarlly.
1
'
1
.1 1
counties to nominate. the candidates. setts at a
j
13.
stocks
Most
of
the
meeting of the republican
representative
Haynes Motor Car company, and Paul Moen children had filled'hls mail box
2 Dalhart, 0; Maroons,
In
state
committee.
and
increased
shared
the
afactivity
July
came
this
in
state
Doran,
agent,
with dirt Several said they were at
Progressive Gets Nomination
upward movement at midday. Union
ternoon from Santa Fe. They made
from
outs with Mr. Moen because he had
Boise, Ida., Julyt31.-Return- s
3
Le
Northern
Pacific
auPacific,
Real'.ug
July
Dalhart,
0;
Maroons,
the trip from the Capital City by
r
have
statewide
yesterday's
primaries
' attempted to fence up a public road
10.
North
high Valley, Steel and Great
tomobile.
come only from. the. larger towns and
In fact there were, about six farmers
U
'
-or
a
better.
ern
Maadvanced
of
point
the
Amarlllo,
1;
July
H. P. Meissner,
manager
BASEBALL NOTES.
nomination
for
leave
the
from the Mora road present at the
republican
to
slack
Business was again Inclined
roons, 14.
:
Photo5 shop, accompanied
by Philip
i
m
:r"'''
who were willing to take the
en in the late afternoon, but prices governor In doubt-- Johni M, ,Hlnes, cf
July 5 Amarlllo, 7; Ma- Callahan, left this afternoon for Rat- hearing
C.
and
Is
Paul
knew
Boise,
stand
and
tell
of
the
what
Clagstone
leading
they
held welL The movement embraced
roons, 12.
on, where they will spend several Jones-Moe's
John M- - Morrison.
and about
controversy
Larry Lajoie being put out of the
the Canadian Issues and Norfolk and
July 6 Amarlllo, 7; Ma- days taking pictures of ihe Gate City their own troubles.
is
He
a
is
surprise.
strength
game has put quite a crimp in NapWestern with recovery in Tobaoco spe
roons, 16,
and the surrounding country.
a, progressive from northern
Mr. Moen wished to have Mr. Jones
Idaho, less Naps hitting and fielding.
cialties.
July 7 Amarillo, 8; Ma- E. Dowling, Santa Fe trainmaster,
and an open supporter tv Colonel
placed under peace bond, but both
iiut
The
closed
Jimmy Thorpe hasn't anything on
market
The
strong.
13.
roons,
10
on
No.
on
train
left this afternoon
;.
.
Roosevelt
Mr. Jones and his attorney objected
,;.
Boston Braves when It comes to
'
the
In
Inst
the
made
further lmproveemnts
Ma.,,..;
;
July 9 Dawson,
a 30 days trip to Toronto, Winnipeg, to
this and as a suspended fine brings
the
decathlon industry. Where the
of
an
Increase
with
hour
14.
roons,
operation.
east
in
citiea
,
the
Canada, and other
DiMiiraH olitnA la in
a ViianVioll AAf
practically the .same results as a bond,
Delaware Has Three Votes
St. Paul and Amalgamated were the
1; Ma
July
and north. During his absence, H. M. an
agreement was reached.,.
different
somo
kinds
ten
to
athlon
tone
Del.,
Dover,
progres
4.
a
with
July
features
better,
playing
roons,
will
chief
McKee,
perform
dispatcher,
Mr. Moen stated that Mr. Jones
of the
13 Dawson,
railway stocks. In sive state convention' met here today of baseball in one afternoon.
6; Ma- July
the duties of trainmaster.
'
was the result of the purThe best of them fall When they
cluding the Wabash lines. The last to organize the new party and elect
roons, 6.
Frank H. Strong, of Albuquerque, animosity
J
chase and sale of lands that for years
to
the
.
three
follows:
as
were
delegates
sales
progressive na run against Walter Johnson. Ty
21 Dawson,
2; Mawho has purchased the Mamby ranch
July
Mr. Jones had used for
.... 836 tional convention at Chicago.
Cobb averaged six hits a. flay for
roons, 8.
Amalgamated Copper
at Watrous, came in last evening from The sale of these lands cut pasturage.
down Mr,
American Beet Sugar ....,...'..126
three days in Philadelphia, then movJuly 21 Dawson 3; Ma- the Duke City to close up the deal Jones' pasturage, says Mr. Moen, thus
107
Atchison ex dlv. .......
ed on to Washington, faced Johnson
Idaho In a Tangle
roons, 1.
Mr. Strong will move to the ranch la
in a wordy feud that has
..100
Great Northern
27 Trinidad, 6; Ma- St. Anthony, Ida., July 31. Ending in the first game and didn't get a
July
the near future. He has named the resulting
continued for about a year.
116Ji one of the most bitter fights in the hit
New York Central
roons, 3.
place El Fuerte. meaning, the strong.
124
Northern Pacific
Pennant hopes of the Chicago fans
3; Ma,- history of Idaho politics, In which Pro
July 28 Trinidad,
Archie Shaw, stenogTaphet to the
Aid society of tne First
The
Ladies',
165 V visional Committeeman Arthur H. Al- are 18 carats fine one day and not
:
.
15
Reading
arroons,
Eanta Fe chief clerk In TOiieka,
Christian church will meet tomorrow
'....110 len lost his fight, the progressive par worth a Jitney the next. The Cubs
Southern Pacific
rived this afternoon from Kansas andj
Standing of the Team
Mrs. D. L. Batchelor.
with
afternoon
103
.'
Union
Pacific
Won
cent
27, lost 4;
ty closed Its convention here last night beat the Giants and the pennant; is
per
wiii be employed as cierK m tne cnier
70S
Steel
States
mted
.871.
a state ticket
won; then the Quakers wallop the
succeedinT
withoutnominating
Frank
dispatcher's of3ce,
112
United States Steel pfd.
Cubs and the pennant is lost only to
A marriage license was issued this
Etciuger. who has btvn trans'ored to
won again when the Cubs take a
Plabe
court
to
house
ne
at
the
st
oi
morning
nosition
the
t'ruekeepe"
fall out of the Dodgers.
cida Sena, aged 21, and Roman
roundhouse
Everybody read3 The Optic.
The optic print an the new
Miss Mabel Hawkinson, of McPher- aged 25 The young couple are
The Las Vegas Maroons disbanded
son, Kan., who has been in Las Ve- residents of Pueblo, Kan Miguel couu this morning and baseball in Las Vegas for the past several weeks visit- ty.
gas for the season of 1912 is a
ing Miss Mossy York, left this after
thing of the past. Every effort was
noon for Albuquerque, where she will
"BRASS COLLARS" HERE.
made by the management of the club
A five-ca- r
officials', special arrived to prevent this state of affairs, but,
be the guest of Miss Frances
Miss Hawkinson will stop off in Las Vegas this afternoon at about unfortunately, it takes two teams to
returning to 2:45 o'clock. W. C. Storey, vice pres- play ball, and as the Maroons were
In? Las Vegas before
ident of the Santa Fe; F. C. Fox, the only club in the state playing
Kansas.
Mrs. Julia H. Rieves, of Clovls, whtf general manager of the western grand real baseball the action was neceshas been in Las Vegas during the ear. division; J. M. Kurn, general super- sary. First Raton blew up; next
'
sum'
intendent of the western grand divi- came Dawson, followed last week by
ly summer in attendance at the
mer session of the New Mexico Nor- sion; F. L, Myers; superintendent of Trinidad, and', as Albuquerque and
mal University, left his afternoon the New Mexico division, and H. U. Santa Fe have not had a ball club in
for Denver,; where she will spend a Mudge, president of the Rock Island the field this summer, there remainmonth previous to returning home. lines, were passengers on the train. ed for the Meadow City aggregation.
She was accompanied to Denver by Mr Fox, Mr. Store and Mr. Kurn nothing but to follow the example of
went north' again a1: about 5. :10 the teams in the northern part of
Miss Cornelia Murray of this city.
the state and disband.
Deputy County Clerk Wdlliam B. p'clock.
work
Mr. Mudge, who spends a,bv..'t a
The manager of the Maroons has
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
Stapp is expected to resume his
in written to
every town and city in the
in the courthouse tomorrow morning month each year in the mountains
He has'not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
car cut off here state, but has been unable to sched
after a vacaton of four weeks. Mr. this vicinity", had his
In
1, (uct, but jias put his personality and reputation behind his
Las
Vegas ule games. The fans of Las Vegas
at and will be a visitor
Stapp attended the. Elks' reunion
will
He
several
for
days.
to
probably
Califor
went
.statements.
also have done their best to prevent
,
Portland, and later
on the Pecos, the
disbanding of the best club that
nia. Mr. Stapp is one of the popular spend this time fishing
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake
men at the oQiirt house and everybody as this is his favorite vacation pas- ever played ball dn the state, but the
'
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing hjs capital,' nor
on time. The officials' special had been team seemed doomed to go on tne
will, be glad to welcome him back
over
lines.
the
''
on
a
of
only in making ;:he goods right, but iri advertising, which
inspection
trip
'
rocks.
j
the Job.
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
No city in the state and probably in
the southwest, has been represented
good secure repeat orders.
3
in the field by such a bunch of ball
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
players as has Las Vegas this eumr
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
Old Michigan's wonderful batter
mer and it seems.
shame that it
once
a
You
are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, beday,
Eats TOASTIES, 'tis said,
was necessary to quit. The Maroons
U
'1
wholesome
and
healthful
are
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
For he knows they
played the last game Sunday, defeatfor
the
of
score
the
Trinidad
club
fray.
the
;
furnislvhim
by
:
strength
ing
And
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
15 to 3, and ended with a record of
money in telling others of their goodness.
having won 27 games and losing only
His rivals have wondered and rrfarvelled
to Duy
It
4, giving the club a percentage of
... To see him so much on the job,
5
.871.
games before
They played
Not knowing his strength and endurance
meeting defeat.
COBB.
in
TY
corn
the
to
Is due
Every man on the team was clean-cu- t,
being a ball player and a genWritten by J. F. MAQEE.
tleman on the field, and a gentleman
u
1410 Washington St., Two Rivera, Wise.
on the street, and they leave Las VePostum Co..
gas behind them, with a record that
One of the 50 Jlneles for whtoh the
81000.00 In May.
Buttle Creek, Mich., paid
they can all be proud of. If anything,
the club was too good for the city C7;
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State of

semi-activ-

In the District Court
County of San Migue- lIn the matter of the
No.
Petition of Vincent
of
Fortune for change

-

T1ATT1A- -

Notice of changing name of Vincent
Fortune to Vincent Rathburn ana
Establishing Name of Vincent Rath
burn.
Notice is hereby given that the un
on
dersigned, Vincent Fortune, did,
file
D.
1912,
A.
of
16th
July,
day
the
a petition In the District Court of San
Miguel County, State of New Mexico,
wherein he asked that his said name
of Vincent Fortune be changed to Vincent Rathburn, and that the said name
of Vincent Rathburn be established
for him by decree of said court. That
said Vincent Fortune resides in tne
and
City of Las Vegas, in said County
Rtatn. That application for hearing
made be
upon said petition will be
J.
Davia
Honorable
ieany.
fore the
in
Judge of said Court, at Las Vegas,
29th
the
on
County and State,
1912, said date
day of August, A. D..
being within the regular May name
term of said Court. That the
r rmMHrnier's attorney Is C. W. G.
ad
Ward whose office and postofflce
Mexico.
New
Las
Vegas,
is
dress

in

FORTUNE,

i

Petitioner.

SPECIAL

RATES

AT HARVEY'S
one month or

For parties remaining
Harvey's
thrdugh the season. Address Bros.' of
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler
flee 614 Lincoln avenue.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

xm mrt.s Earn good money
work
during vacation at pleasant Outfit
Mexico.
boosting for, New
our offer.
free. Write today for
Cruces.
Las
Magazine,
Mexico
New
New Mexico.
a

FOR
ed.
TOR
,.;

room house furnishS. Lewis.'
E.
to
Apply

RENT-- SIx

SALE-Bi- ngle

comb

Ehoda Isand up. B.

land Reds in pairs, $1.50
323.
g Lewis, Phone Main

he

e

,

NOTICE
New Mexico

VINCENT

Clag-stone-

n

FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED

t

Bel-fris-

WHY 17 PAYS

BUY,

'

,

Always Pays

-

Advarilsod Goods

'

MJH

SIX
PLAN

Business,,
QturniiL
'.'r.7ns. n. wusrr, Prep

Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.

Cor. GrandTand

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
BIEHL, Propietor

Ave
447
Main
Phone

;

--

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

A. H. Lorcnzen
Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
'

Soldiers of the regular army who
are In the canal lone or are to go
there lor the purpose of defending
the fortifications will be pleased to
know that experiments are going on
now with a kind of fortification that
has to do especially with the health of
thatTegion. Col. William C. Gorgas,
medical corps, V. 8. A., chief sanitary officer, has worked out a scheme
for a permanent lining of ditches
which will make them proof against
the breeding activities of the mosquito. Having found that by controlling the Incubation of insects, the
fever situation was always kept In
hand, the zone sanitary department
turned ita attention to the ditcnes
which are so fertile a place for the
and the
production of mosquitoes,
Idea was hit upon of lining or "fortifying" them against the mosquito. So
now there la being tried a Qatun a
new scheme for permanent ditch lin
ing with concrete blocks, made of a
mixture of sand,1 cement and cinders.
After a while there will be no chance
for the poor mosquito at all In the
gone.
The army sanitarians are now
making tests to ascertain the effect
of wind upon the travels of the insect,
both against and with the prevailing
air currents, and it is thought that
approximate or exact data along that
markel effect upon
line will have
No
work.
the cost of
data are available to show that the
'
anopheles, or malaria Insects, are
blown by the wind or travel with rmy
and Navy Journal,
It-A-

DEALER IN

Heavy Hardware and
Wtgon Material

WIGWAM

HAS

PASSED

AWAY

Indiana In Canada Now Make Use ol
Canvas Tenta and Iron
Stoves.
.

CLAY AND HAVENS

A novelist would find a veritable
mine of data for stories of the severe
life in the woods among any of the
northern Indian tribes. During my
stay among the Montagnais at Lake
St, John two families descended from

Livery, Feed and Sales Stables,
Good Rigs & Prompt Service

their winter hunting grounds to the
post, being forced on the way to boil
their moccasins and pelfrles fpr soup
to avoid starvation. Yet these same
people were strong enough to travel
and attend to the necessities of their
PETER P. MACKEL
camp. Within five days they returnHOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
ed again to the forest
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
The canvas tenta, which have en
and Glazing.
tirely replaced the native birch bark
wigwams, came into general use
Eatlmatea Cheerfully Given.
about twenty-fiv- e
years ago. The first
Town
Old
Bide
Plaxa
West
Indians to Introduce them set up their
tents and made camp In the space ol
an hour without having to cut the
numerous wigwam poles or dig away
the snow
while the old
LAN MOWERS SHARPENED bark lodge underneath,
required the snow to be
Lock an4 Gunsmith Bicycle and cleared to the ground on account of
the Are In the center, the whole task
General Repairing
consuming about two and one-ha5ao-6t- h
E. Las Vegas hours. The box Iron stoves heat th
Street
tents very well and consume less
wood than the open fires. Southern

1202

National Ave

Phone Main

71

....

H. 0. YOUNG

ll

Workman.

Automobile, Carriage &

aiau paint in a
0.
N.

HERMAN

Grand Ave

429

PLAZA HOTEL
4.3 NEWLY REMODELED
Private Baths and Lavatories

SteaHeat
i Rates

POLITICS

.

HOT ZL

416 Grand

FIGHT MOSQUITOES

Colonel Gorgaa Devising Improved
Methods of Combating Pest In
Canal Zone.

Directory

H

TO

,PrivatelTekphones

$2.50per day and up

AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week or Month

VSaAl
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will gst together for a united fight
against the democratic opposition at
the November election. The harmony
workers find much encouragement in
the fact that even the most enthusiastic of the progressives have hesitat
ed to suggest placing a third state
ticket In the Cold,

Ml

STATE OF

.

KANSAS
STATEWIDE
PRIMARIES TO
LECT
NUMEROUS CAIMDI-DATES NEXT TUESDAY.

f l

''

SE- ,

Buy It now. Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Is
certain to be needed before the
iummer Is over. Buy H now and be
prepared for such, an emergency. For
sale by all dealers.

During the summer months moth-eof young children should watch
for any unnatural looseness of the
bowels. When given prompt attention
at this time serious trouble may be
avoided.
Chamberlain's Colic, cholera and Diarrhoea' Remedy can always be depended upon. For sale by
'all dealers.
n

THE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD3 OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

M

I

!

CHAPMAN LC03E

progressive platiorm.
Four democrats aspire to succeed
Curtis In the senate. Ihey aire Judge

Thomas L. Bond of Salina, S. H,
Conquering Smallpox Scourge.
Smallpox Is no longer feared by civ- Allen of Topeka, W. H. Thompson of
ilized mankind. This Is partly due, Garden City and H P. Ferreiley of
no doubt, to the Immunization of the
Chanute.
races through vaeclnation, and partly
The republican contest for the gu
to the better methods of sanitation
are Arthur
and preventive treatment generally, bernatorial nomination
In the first year of our occupation ol Capper, the Topeka editor, and Frank
the Philippines, where smallpox was J. Ryan of Leavenworth.
Capper Is
then an endemic or constant disease, allied with the
and Ryan
progressives
there were 675 cases among our solThe dem
the
towards
leans
regulars.
diers and 240 deaths. A system ol
contest for the gubernatorial
rigid vaccination was adopted, and In ocratic
the last five years there Have been nomination Is between J. B. Billard,
only five cages and not a single death. mayor of Topeka, and George H
The army records In Porto Rico tell Hodges of Olathe, a member of the
the same story, and seem to prove state senate. The chief plank in Bilbeyond question the efficacy of vacIs the resubmission
cination.
Dr. S. C. Rockhill of Cin lard's platform
cinnati reports that he has had much of the prohibitory law, In which he
success In preventing the pock mark- is opposed by Hodges.
In addition to governor, both par
ing of the face in smallpox cases by
painting the pustules with a lotion ol ties Will nominate candidates for Jusnine parts glycerine and one part
tices of the supreme court, lieutenant
Iodine. Br this treatment also the
of state, auditor,
patients get over the attack In from governor, secretary
eight to fifteen days. Others prevent treasurer, attorney general, superlnthe pitting by keeping the patients In intendent of public Instruction, super
ft room where no
light whatever but intendent of Insurance and state
red light enters. Pathfinder.
printer. Practically all of the present
state officials are candidates fox re- nomination. District judges and a m.
Manufacture of Maniacs.
At a recent congress of neurology a bers of the legislature also are to be
paper was read in which the move- nominated.
ment by which the growing young
Spirited contests are on in nearly
man caresses the first shoots on his
all of the congressional districts. All
was
labeled
;
moustachiostrep-omaniaupper lip
the habit of twirling the of the present representatives are
:ane Been in old drum majors, strep- candidates for renomination. Anthony
Borhabdomanla; that of putting the lit of the First district and Campbell of
tle finger Into the ear, otodactylo- - the Third district have opposition,
mania. Then we have "stomatodactyl-jmanlacs- " Victor Murdock of the
Eighth district
who put the finger Into the
one of the prominent Roosevelt lead
who
nouth,
"onychophagomaniacs"
ers, is opposed for renomination by
bite their nails, "harmonlomaniacs'
who drum with their fingers on wm-Jo- J. B, Adams of ElDorado. Joseph Tag1
panes or tables and "trepodo-manlacs- " gart, the only democratic member of
who nervously move their the Kansas delegation in the lower
legs.
house, will be renominated in the
Second district without opposition.
In addition to the reublicans and
Cling to Their Superstition.
The Chinese, like the Indians, have democrats, the socialists will have an
their medicine men. The medical mis- almost complete state ticket oh the
sionaries have done an, admirable
primary ballots. The socialist party
work In China, and now, albeit as
choice for United States senator Is
0
last
a portion of the 430,000,-00or population will appeal to them A. W. Ricker of Girard and for gov
In preference to the native doctors. ernor, C.W. Kleihege of Lawrence.
The London Lancet says: "In some The socialists will have randidates in
localities the natives may still be six of the eight congressional disfound burning large quantities of gold tricts.
,
and silver paper along with incense
of the presthe
bitterness
Despite
In the hope of averting, for example,
a threatened Invasion of their homes ent fight between the two factions of
by cnolera, plague; or smallpox, or the republicans the opinion prevails
firing guns and beating cymbals- in among the foremost of the party leadorder to frighten away the malignant ers that after the primary battle Is
spirits likely to give rise to mischief.'' over the rank and file of the party

NO.

t,

A. F.

A

Rofulw communication first and
third Thursday la
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.

NO.
LODGE
DORADO
KN1GHT8
OF PYTHIAS Meet
every Monday av
,
nlng in Caatle HU

EL

A... M.

1

4--

THIRD PARTY IN DELAWARE
ficers from United States senator and
Dover, Del., July
re
governor dow,n to county officials the publicans in Delaware assembled here
situation is admittedly the most com today for a state convention to complicated In the political history of the plete organization and select dele
Sunflower state. About the only feat- gates to attend the progressive na
ure dn' connection with the contest tional convention at Chicago.
that stands out clearly is the fact
'
that republican discord has Increased
ORDINANCE NO. 259.
the prospects of demooratic success
Levying a tax and declaring a lien
In Kansas next November to an ex upon and against Artless J. Browne,
tent that would scarcely have ben anl lots Nob. '61, 62, 63, 18, 19, 20, 21,
thought possible twelve months ago, 22, in block 3, of the Pablo Baca addiThat the democrats are alive t their tion to the town of jas Vegas, New
opportunity, is evidenced by the fact Mexico, now city of Las Vegas, N. M.
that there Is a great scramble to get
Whereas, on the 12th gay of De
on the democratic ballot, there being cember A. D. 1902, the city council
an abundance of candidates In the pri- of the city of Las Vegas, duly passed
notice ordinance, reciting therein
maries for every office to be filled.
The contest for republican presi that In the opinion of the said city
dential electors has boen so bitter council, the building of sidewalks on
as to attract nationwide
attention, the west side of Fourth street In said
The attempt of the Taft following to city of Las Vegas, between Grand and
defeat the enemy by Injunction pro- Baca avenues abutting, adjoining and
ceedings failed, with the result that In front of lots"Nos. 61, 62, 63, 18, 19,
both the regulars and the progres 20, 21, 22, in block No. 3 of the Pablo
sives will have sets of presidential Baca addition to the town of Las Veelectors on the primary ballot The gas, New .Mexico, now city of Las
rogresslves are kf ighting with might Vegas, was necessary and ordering
and main for a victory in the primar- Artless J. Browne the owner thereies. The battle. Is being directed by of, to build said sidewalks of the ma
William Allen terial called brick of the dimensions,
Governor , Stubbs,
White and other Roosevelt leaders of and In the manner shown by and In
national reputation.
accordance with the specifications on
Governor Stubbs Is fighting for the file In the office of city clerk, and In
republican Indorsement for, United accordance with the, grade to he ob
States senator In opposition to Sen tained from the city engineer, or to
ator Curtis,, whose term will expire appear before the said city council on
cand date the 14th day of January A. D. 1903
next March and who is
for renomination. Senator Curtis is at 8 o'clock p. m., at the city hall of
a Taft Supporter, while Governor said city then and there to show
Stubbs Is one of th. "seven gover cause, If any there was,, why the said
nors" who persuaded Roosevelt to city council should not proceed to
enter the presidential race. The gov have said sidewalks built and a spe
ernor Is making his firht on an out- cial tax levied and Hen declared there
t
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the Chicago heavy- Barry,
is again under the manage
weigh
ment of Teddy Murphy.
Joe Manirot will take a rlp to the
Pacific coast and show the California
Ifanis what he can do. He meets
Willie Ritchie at Vernon, August 10.
Packey McFarland and Eddie Mur
phy of Boston, will claBh In a
bout at Kenosha, Wis., prob
ably on Labor Day. The date has
not been definitely fixed. .'""'''
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The exceptional quanttly of oup Ice
has made us many new customers. We
would like to Include you among the
number. Our prompt delivery and
courteous treatment of customers;
the purity and high quality of our
Ice, combined with our new and sanitary methods wilH merit ylomr approval.
THE CRYSTAL. ICE CC.
Phone Main 227

HE OPTIC

WITH THE BOXERS

Topeka, Kan., July 31. If the present political campaign in Kansas had
much longer to run the big wheat
and corn and other crops promised
for the state this year would be in
But fortugrave danger of neglect.
nately for the state and the prosper-tiof its, citizens the campaign will
end with the primaries next Tuesday,
leaving the people free to turn their
attention from politics.
On the eve of the primaries for the
choice of candidates for aU public of

and.-ou-

T

COL

RATES

UM N

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

N. O. Herman, W. M.;

. K.

'J
,f

Murray,

'

Secretary,

cents per line each Inwrtlort.
Estimate lx ordinary word to a line.
No ad to occupy lets apace than two
lines. All
advertla menta charged
will be booked at tpace actually aet,
without regard to number of word.
Cah In advance preferred.

LAS VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
e
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
aacaaui Ta- day In each taenia a Ham- - .?& DT:J0
p.
aonlo Temple at
Tamaae. , Re
Boucher, 8. C; Cha

,J

corder.
LA 8

VEGAt CHAPTER No. t, ROYAL

ARCH

1'?:)

ia

.

i

.''
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y

and
P. O. ELKS Meets, second
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. P.
D. W.
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler.
Condon,' Secretary.

convoca

MAiONtv-JBaol- ar

ATTOKNEVh

tion first Mofidaj la eacn

RANSFORO CHAPTER NO.

t,

A.

HUNKER
A.

Hunt

at Law,
"

New Mei1,

O. E.

PHYSICIANS
first aad tMrd rrtdiyi In
M&so&la Templa. Mrs. T. B. Bovao,
DR. H. W. HOUF
Worts? Katroa; Jaaaaa O. Eatledse
'
Residence 1016 Fifth St
Worthy Fstroa; Mra. Qaorga Trips,
Office 606V& Grand Avenue
Secretary. Faona Mala I2t, 120
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main
Qraad aranae.
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 pi
v--

WANTED Girl for general house
work In family of two. No washing
or Ironing. Good wages. Inquire E,
Posenwald and Son.

B.

f

Invited.
E. Llebac.
Cha n e 1 i 0
Commander.
Earn
Martin. Keeper 'it
liecords and Seal.

ljlchas.
inter.

memth at Maaonla TemHUNKER
pi at T;St p. m. 1L R.
WilHama. H. P.; T. O. Geo. H. Hunker
Attorney
Blood. Secretary.
Laa Vegas.

mB:

OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN I.

-

'

visiting Knights ar

.

rV.l cordially

.

f
Five

i'

JU

4

m.

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
WANTED A competent store e'.erk
DENTISTS
10J MmU very Monday night at
Must be able to speak
O. R. C. EalL on Eou&iaa avenue, at
Spanish.
DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTIST
o'clock.
Single man preferred. Address La
are
Visiting member
Successor to
Cuova Ranch Co., La Cueva, New
cordially walooma. B. XL Gearing,
'
E L. Hammond
Dr.
Mexico.
T.
J,
Bomlsr, secretary;
president;
Office 7 Crockett Building.
C. H. Bally, treaasxar.
WANTED By middle aged lady posi
Phone Main 115
tion as housekeeper In small family MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Residence Phone Olive 5462.
of adults. Address C. R., Optic.
Meet in the forest of broth erb
love at Woodmen of the Wotif
WANTED Competent
LOCAL TIME CAED
cook. Apply
hall, on the Beoond and fourth Tr
1108 Seventh street.
Mrs. W. G.
day of each month at 8 p. m, C. Claj
Haydon.
EAST BOUND
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vlali
Beyart
Arrive
Jng neighbors are especially v
come and cordially Invited.
No. 1... 1:10 p. m.... . 1:11 p. m
No. 4... .11:05 p m.... .11:10 91 m.
1:15 a.
FOR SALE Ten large work mares J. E. ROSENWALO LODGE NO. 545, No. 8... . 1:15 a. m....
MO ).
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first No. 10... . 1:45 p. m..
Apply 620 Grand avenue.

Fcr Cats

WHITE Wyandotte hens, 60c, 75c
and $1.00. Mrs. M. E. Johnson
Humboldt Kansas.'

For Hji

Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at I
o'clock p. m. Tlsltlnj brothers are No. 1...
Invited.
Isaae AppeL Nat...
cordially
President; Charlee Gree&day, See No. 7...
No. 9...
retary.

WE8T

BOUND

.1:20 p. m.........l:45 p.
6:15 p. at
.6:10 a. m...
4:60 9.
.4:40 p. m
.7:00 . av
.6:36 p. m..

FOR

RENT Desirable
furnished KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
There is more Catarrh ii this secrooms for men In Commercial club. .NO. 804. Meets second and
tion of the country than all other dis" All conveniences.
m O. R. C. hall. Pione
eases put together, and until he last
$15 per month,
on and against the wner thereof, ac
few years was supposed to be incurSee
c
building.
or
A.
are
members
Geo.
Sec
Visiting
porter
Fleming,
cording to the statutes In suoh cases
able. For a great many years docdtally lnvled. Peter Emenaker, G tors
retary.
made and provided, to be begun and
pronounced it a. local disease and
K., Richard Devine, F. 8.
prescribed local remedies, and by
completed within TO days after legal
constantly falling to cure with local
publication and service thereof,- - a FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
it Incurable.
417
light housekeeping.
Eighth I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO treatment, pronounced
copy of which said notice ordinance
Science has proven Catarrh , to be a
Btreet
1.
Meets
al
every
was' o nthe 6th day of January A. 1).
Monday evening
constitutional disease, and therefore
their hall on Sixth street All visit requires
constitutional treatment
1903, duly served upon said owner, ac
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
Ing brethren cordially Invited to at Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
cording to the provisions of the stat
rooms, bath, electric lights, etc. Al
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.; by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
utes and . ordinances lix such cases
1
cure on the
so
location.
excellent
room,
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood Is the only Constitution.-single
provided for such service, ana,
market It is taken Internally in
318 Eighth street.
Secretary; Karl Wertx, Treasurer; doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonfnL
Whereas, at the expiration of the
C. T. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
It acts directly on the blood and musaid 20 days, It appearing that the
cous surfaces of the system. They
FOR
RENT
room
Furnlsed
for
light
said walks had not been built In acoffer one hundred dollars for
cordance with said notice ordinance, 'housekeeping., 810 Lincoln avenue F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue case It falls to cure. Send for any
cireachsaid city council thereupon by ordiday evenings
month, at Wood culars and testimonials.
FOR
new
RENT
rooms
Three
fur
man hall. Visiting Brothers co
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co, Tonance in such cases therefore pronished for light housekeeping. 921
ledo, O.
M
A.
dlally invited to attend.
vided, duly caused a contract to be
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Lincoln.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
entered into by the mayor and clerk
Take Hall's Family Pills for con,
of the said city for the building of
retary.
stipation.
said sidewalks, and caused said side
walks to be built, and in accordance
I
RETAIL
with eald 'notice ordinance and con- LOST Class pin bearing ' L. V. H.
tract of the dimensions and material S. '12." Return to 1032 Seventh St
tJHm lb, of More, Each Delivery
c ear 19 la.
and according to the specifications In
UW ttw. to tjm lbs, Eaen Delivery
tso per Wfi la
said contract and ordinance named ay against the said lots Nos. 61, 62, 63,
10B ba Eaoh DeRvsfy ............... Me
T. W. Smith at the cost of $219.85.
1M hm.
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, in Dlock No. 3 of
pr
oe we. n
um usHvary
ner 133 lk.
4o
id,
Whereas, the buldln of said side- the Pablo Baca addition to the own
km 1 nan ow id cacn unlivery
i$a par 1M Iba.
walks, according to the requirements, of Las Vegas now city of Lias Vegas
diIs
of
to
that
the
and.
aforesaid,
specifications, grade
say:
respectively,
A
mensions and material hereinbefore Upon lots Nos 61, 62, 63, 18, 19, 20,
specified, has heretofore ' beeto com- 21, 22, in block No. 3 of the Pablo
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Purity
pleted and done In a satisfactory Baca addition to the town of Las Veand Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veeas
manner and according to said con- gas now city of Las Vegas aforesaid,
Famous Off ice 701 Douglas Avenue.
tract by the said T. W. Smith, and the sum of $219.85, and that said spe
tax
been
cial
same
and
the
be
has
accepted by the city enginhereby is
eer, and the cost of construction made a lien upon said property and
thereof abutting said lots Nos. 61, 62, lots for the said respective amount
63, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, in block 3, of the from the day said, work was comPablo Baca addition to the town of pleted,
the 15th day of Ocas Vegas, how city of Las Vegas, tober A. D. 1911, until the same Is
aforesaid, Is on said lots Nos. 61, 62, fully paid and satisfied. '
Section 3. That the said clerk be
63, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, In said 'block.
No. 3 aforesaid, the sum ol $219.85.
and he hereby is authorized and orWhereas, said con ractor has re- dered to immediately after legal pubported to the city clerk and city coun- lication hereof, make out and certify
cil that he Is unable to collect for special tax bill in the above respectsaid work from the owner of said lots ive sum in favor of the said T. W.
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom-am- onr
al
and property.
Smith and against the raid Artless J.
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
Now therefore be it prdained by the Browne and against the following
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isSWORTH MOST to some-o- ne
lots
city council of the city 'of Las Vegas, property , respectively,
:
New Mexico:
Nos. 61, 62, 63, 18, 19, 0, 21, 22 in
who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
would never
Section 1. That said work of build block No. 3, of the Pablo Baca addihear of your property unless it were advertised
here.
ing of said sidewalks be and the same tion to the town of Las Vegas now
Is hereby accepted by the city coun city of Las Vegas aforesaid, In acOthers, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, want
cil- cordance with the law and ordinances
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for books,
automobiles
2.
and
Section
That a special tax In In such cases made
used machinery and furniture, article, of
provided.
usefulness of any
the sum of $219.85 be and the same
Duly passed by the city council of
sort, and musical instruments.
hereby Is levied upon and against ine the city of Las Vegas, New Mexico, 1
As the classified ads.' are read
said Artless J. Browne, the owner of the 24th day of July, A. D. 1912.
by all possible buyers, of a
R. J. TAUPERT, Mayor.
said property and lofs, to pay the
posnble sorts of things, they have come to be the finders
i the
CHAS. TAMME, City Clork.
cost of said work hereinbefore speci
best markets!
fied and set forth, and upon and
fosrt-Thursda-
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Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.
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That You Boost Your Business.

You Can do it by Advertising.
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Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas.
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.-
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See Van Fatten tor

ILipo. and Bright Good Size
35-40-50--
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60

70c
a
PER. DOZEN

IIEiTEIlMMH

SWEET

FEC'1 20 CENTS

:

CiAFlES

A COZEN
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THE CASH GROCER
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WORK WILL BEGIN MONDAY AND
LARGE ATTENDANCE IS
EXPECTED.

TO BE
HANDSOME STRUCTURE
ERECTED ON SITE OF
BUILDING.

That the annual session of the San
Our entire lino ot Bummer millinery
Miguel county t teachers'
institute
f
off. Stress.
which is scheduled to begin on MonFlnch'g Golden Wedding Bye; aged day, August 5, will be successful in
In the wood. Direct from ttlnUllery every particular is the confident be
uer or County Superintendent M. F
to you. At tbe Lobby, of cours.
juesaianas. Mrs. Leona Logue or
The Harmony club will meet to- Raton will act as conductor. She
morrow afternoon with Mrs. B. F. will be assisted by Mrs. Lou Cobb
McGulre at her home, 1103 Lincoln and Miss Helen Papen of this city
Mrs. Logue has had charge of the
avenue.

The general contract for the reconstruction of the store building of
Danziger Brotners on me West side,
which was 'destroyed by fire about
a month ago, was let yesterday afternoon to J. C. Schlott, a local contractor. The work will be begun at an
early date. The building is to be com
pleted and ready for occupancy as
soon as possible. Tbe structure, the
plans for which were drawn by B. WHart, the architect, will be a story
and a half in height, covering a space
50 by 95 feet, It will be constructed
of brickr a turkey egg or cream mot
tled brick being uned on the fuce, and
will be a modern store building in ev

v

One-Hal-

This Seasons Finest Fruit

lill

DANZIGEB STOHE

INSTITUTE

Insurant.

Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Ear,

OF A CAR OF LATE VALEKCIA ORANGES
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Ycur Enact Fit
i In Regal Oxfords
V
.

Exact (it a absolutely necessary in low shoes- and Regal Oxfords are the only.(
)
iujwhich you can be sure of getting exact
fit. 'Becatisfe Regals are the only shoes in the
woild made in quarter-size- s
just double the usual
number of
One of the
If your
is just
Aew Regal
between the unual hall tad
Oxfords
lull size, you have heretofore
ready-to-we-

Jow-cu-

-

Institute for several years and has
The Altar Guild of St. Paul's Me- been remarkably successful. Mrs.
morial Episcopal church will meet Oobb has had considerable experience
tomorrow afternoon with Miss Jean-ett- e in institute work and Miss Papen is
Ward and Miss Rachael Ward at a competent teacher.
Several distinguished visitors will
tjhelr home on Eighth street.
address the teachers during the In ery way.
stitute. Among these are State Su ' The first floor will be 18 feet in
DtV R. K. McClanahan is now
around the city In a benzine .penntenaent of Public instruction height, with a mezzeulne balcony, nine
"
the
ouggy, having disposed of his horse Alvan N. White, Mrs. Theresa White, feet wide around the sides and
rear.
The
will
basement
tioor
state
be fin
directress of Industrial educa
and buggy and. purchased an Everitt
four cylinder, thirty horsepower fore- - tion, and Assistant Superintendent of lsbed and used pr a store room. The
Public Instruction Baca. The insti offices of the firm will be in the rear
door touring car.
tute will be held in the North school ot the store, where a lare vault will
There will be a union prayer meetr building on the West side. Dr. Dee also be located. There will be ele
Ins tonight at the First Methodist Marais says the attendance promises vator service between the basement
'
church. Rev. N, B. Green will hare to be immense, as there will be a ;and the first floor and balcory. The
butia
wil1
for
tne
,e
demand
plant
ng
for teachers in this heating
charge of the services. Members of great
all of the evangelical churches of tbe county this year and many young located in the rear ot the basement In
a fire proofed room. The interior will
city will be present This la one of a men and women are anxious, to qualseries of meetings begun In the Bap ify for positions. The county super- - be finished in white enamel, with
.
tendent declares the increased school steel ceilings.
tist church two weeKS agd,
The exterior walls will be fire
levy will enable him to provide bet
Before Judge David J. Leahy in ter and longer terms In every dis walls running above tne roof line.
chambers this1 morning, the case of trict during the coming school year. Fire proof windows, with steel frames
Sacramento Baca vs, the board of He is making frequent visits to the and wire glass, will be used 4n the
side and rear walls.
,
county commissioners of Mora county country districts, the last place in
The contract for the heating and
was on trial. Mr. Baoa has brought which, he stopped being Pecos. The
in the building was award
injunction proceedings against the people in that district desire to di plumbing
ed
to
J. Gehrlng,
F.
vide
and Charles
their
district:
Dr.
DesMarals,
commissioners to restarin them from
was the lowest bidder on
did
O'Malley
not
however,
the
pro
approve
a
road
his
building
public
through
land near the Shoemaker canyon, posed plan. He asked the people to the electrical Work.
claiming that the road as laid out. draw up another plan, which he hopes
The Missionary Society of the Me
damages a large quantity of his irri to be able t$ approve for the conventhodist
ience
church will meet with Mrs. J.
of
school
usthe
As
patrons.
gable land. (
ual, the county institute will be in C. Schlott, 816 Columbia, Thursday af
-..
x
ternoon at 2:30.
session four weeks.
The benefit dance for the Las Ve-i- s
Baseball association, given last
About thirty children are enjoying
See window display of new mid- night in the Armory hall, was a huge summer
an outing today at Gallinas park.
felts.
Stress'.
success socially and profitably fin
The chaperons of the children are
ancially. The crowd, though not the
Don't' forget the big Spanish dance Mrs. Hallet Raynolds, Mrs. Ned Reyrecord breaker that had been hoped
at Rosenthal hall tonight Everyone nolds, Mrs. Charles A. Splese, Mrs.
for, was of good proportions and
welcome.
Come and brlngf your W. E. Gortner anu Mrs. Clifford S.
enjoyed the "baile" to the lim.' "
Losey.
friends.
it. Thanks to the persistent efforts
of the members of the ball club, the
Cyrus Llndell, one of the best col
Attend the lawn social given by
Armory floor was as slick as the
ored
orators in the ITnited States, will
Catholic
the
Aid
Ladies'
at
society
surface of a pond of ice. Mrs. Siml- - Mrs.
920 Gallinas, tomor lecture in the A. M. E. church toClements,
son and herJEive piece orchestra fur
his subject being:
row evening.
Cake and ice cream, morrow night,
nished the music for the dance, playThe Negro and Citizenship."
The
15 cents.
ing all of the latest pieces in a style
colored people and Interested friends
to
the
that added life and enjoyment
For the past several days the city are invited. Admission free.
affair. The baseball boys expect to
chain
gang has been at work grading
give another dance in the near future, Grand avenue
READY FOR BUSINESS.
north of Douglas. This
from
last
two
weeks
night,
probably
The Romero Mining Co. wishes to
work 4iot only Improves 'he road, but
and they can count on the support
adds to the appearance of the street. announce that they have completed
of all who enjoyed the event of last
the installation of machinery for the
evening, who look forward with pleasClerk Lorenzo Delgado concentration of ores in their plant,
County
ure for the next affair.
says he never knew how many car- and will receive all kinds of ore for
penters there are in Las Vegas until concentration at a very reasonable
he advertised the county wished bids price; will give mill run tests on
for the repair and improvement of any quantity desired. The capacity
the court house and jail. After the of the plant is EO tons of ore per
DalMrs in Wear or
first publication of the advertisement, day. Mill is situated 16 miles from
however, he learned that there are a Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore
large number of such artisans. The per ton from Las Vegas to the mil.
Cents in Woshiog
Address all communications
buildings and plans for the improve- Is
ments are being examined daily by to Margarito Romero, general manaprospective bidders and it. is believed ger, El Porvenir, N. M.
Which are you saving?
the number of bids will be large and
A tew cents added to your
competition close. The bids, it is unlaundry bill will be well spent
derstood, will be opened by the counIf you receive In return a serty commissioners at their regular
vice so conscientious and painsAugust meeting Monday morning of
FRESH EVERY
5
taking that your clothes wear
'
next week.
four times as long.
Soft water, pure soap, careful
September u to 21, inclusive, are
employes such service means
the dates selected for the bazaar to
a weekly economy on clothes
be given by 'the ladies of tne Church
that quickly runs Into dollars.
of the Immaculate Conception.
The
Duncan opera house has been en
Why hot begin this economy
this. week? A phone or postal
gaged and it will be the scene of
"
TBa Bast In Tfee City
much gaiety during the bazaar. Com
will bring a wagon to your floor
'
mittees are at work arranging for
promptly.
the entertainment features. Minstrel
shows, concerts and, perhaps, an amateur play, will be among the attrac
tions. Dancing will be enjoyed every
I.
evening after 10 o'clock, gooa music
being furnished , fo.r that purpose,
The Catholic ' ladies request every:
Cr?Vhs
body to remember the dates and be
prepared to attend the bazaar, which
Piaffe Wn 81
617Doogh$Are
they intend to make a big success in
every particular.
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shoe-fitting- s.
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had to choose between shoes
a little too tight ot too loote.
You don't have to accept
vim nwif-fi- t
any more. Come 'to
us tor a pair ot Regal Oxfords
and
and secure perfect fit
comfort.
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BASS ISLAND GRAPE JUICE
The Champagne of Temperance

Beverages
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We

have on hand a complete stock of

-

Use These Jars Once xrd
You Will Use no Other

,'!-

55 and 65 ceint Sizes

-

j

Shipment of (he Famous Economy
Fruit Jars
, c

A

Just a Few

SCREEN COORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SEE EENil

At The Most Reasonable prices

ILefrigeraLtors Left a.t 25 per

Cent Off the Regular Price

J.

C.

JOHNSEN & SON

"Complete Furnishers ot The Home."

"FOr CHED
IT

ll

,

q.veqag
Phone Main

go

The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Noted

QUALITyjRVJRITY

EMERY GOODS

Old Town

150

GOODS

Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can

DAY!

Get our quotations before buying

r;

Self Sealing, No Rubber Ring, Wide
Mouth At Lowest Prices

For
CLEANLINESS

ASK YOUB GSOCER FOIi "FORT" BRAND

i

'

At The Hems of

tb

'

East of EveryiSlzg EeIs!:!3

Las Vegas; Steam

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY

PN faps

Laundry;.

California, Colorado and New Mexico Fruits
and Vegetables, Peaches, Plums, Pears, Apples,
Black Raspberries, Apricots, Cantaloupes,
Watermelons. ,
Radishes, Lettuce, Onions, Green
and Wax Beans, Cauliflower, Summer Squash,
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, New Cabbage.

Lots of Nice Cut Roses
NOW $1.25 PER DOZEN
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GflAAF & HAYVARD CO.
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Las Vegas to call

upon us. BrinJ your friends. Our store
is one of tlie show places of Vegas.

Fried Coaos end

Celery,

THE

Every visitor

cagteuts,

1 1 i
11 Li

"The Store of Satisfaction"

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Ma'k'cr of Uncomrron Jewlery.

P

in
I
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P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

j j

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

